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preparing your business

There is no doubt that the COVID-19 pandemic has already had a
profound effect on societies, economies and businesses across
the globe. With many governments imposing stringent periods of
lockdown, local and international trade has been severely affected
and businesses both in the UK and overseas have had to carefully
review their commercial relationships and the contracts that
underpin them.

Overview
Sadly, it is likely that the impact of COVID-19 will be felt for
a long time into the future. We have seen some economies
enter recession and it is inevitable that many markets
across the globe will suffer major distress. History tells us
that the scope for dispute and litigation increases during
economic downturns and so businesses will need to
consider the various areas of risk that they face and take
steps in order to reduce and manage those risks.
Our team of litigation lawyers and attorneys has been
working tirelessly with our clients since the outbreak of the
pandemic in order to guide them through these difficult
times. Armed with a detailed understanding of the issues
businesses are facing right now - and with the benefit of
years of top-level litigation experience - we are able to
identify potential future risks that many businesses are
likely to face and to help guide people through them.
The purpose of this guide is to identify some of the key risk
areas under English law you may face in the coming
months and provide practical tips on steps that you may

consider taking right now in order to help manage those
risks and minimize the potential of future claims and
litigation.
Using the contents homepage, you can navigate quickly
to those areas which are of interest to you and most likely
to impact on your business. As a global law firm, we are
able to consider such risks across multiple jurisdictions
and provide different thoughts based upon where in the
world such risks may arise. While we have included a high
level summation of the risk landscape in major
international economies, please reach out to the point of
contact in each location to speak in more detail to an
expert in local law.
As with our previous guides, this is a free resource provided
to our clients and the wider business community as part of
our response to COVID-19. Should you need to discuss
any issue in more detail please feel free to contact us.
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1.

What is the risk and why
does COVID-19 increase it?
There are many reasons why a supply chain can be
disrupted, including insolvency of suppliers, natural
disasters, faulty parts, transportation delays or failures,
staffing issues, failure to comply with safety and regulatory
standards, price fluctuations and cyber attacks.
These disruptions can be local or global and can have
varying degrees of impact, whether it be just a few
businesses and industries that are affected or a wider
more global impact because the disruption has affected
a diverse range of supplies, such as in the current
COVID-19 pandemic. The practical risks to business are
many and varied – key parts/ingredients may no longer
be available; the cost of raw materials may increase
significantly; shipping may become difficult or
impossible; customers no longer being able to pay for
goods etc.

Whether you are at the top or bottom of the supply chain
pyramid you can be affected by a disruption. The global
impact of the COVID-19 outbreak has increased the risk
of disruption to the supply chain as whole countries and/
or specific regions have been placed into lockdown,
workforces have been reduced as employees have
become ill, businesses have been forced to cease work
or production, governments have implemented
emergency measures and the import and export of
goods has been impacted. Due to the nature of
COVID-19 this has also caused an increase in demand on
certain products such as medical supplies, food and
household items. In addition, countries have been
impacted at different times and rates and to lesser or
greater extents causing governments to react differently.
This has caused significant disruption to the supply chain
in multiple industries with both national and international
supply contracts.
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2.

What does this mean
for businesses?
The most likely consequence of a disruption to the supply
chain is that contracts will be breached. If you are in the
middle of a supply chain, one of your suppliers may be
the cause of your problems and acting in breach of
contract, but this could result in you breaching many of
your own downstream contracts.
During the pandemic to date, we have seen contracting
parties working collaboratively to resolve these difficulties
given the global nature of the cause of the disruption.
However, attitudes are starting to harden and therefore
the risk of parties being subject to litigation arising out of
contractual breaches is increasing. Moreover, many such
breaches could give rise to the termination of valuable
contracts and so the potential financial impact could
be significant.

3.

Are there any defenses that
businesses can rely upon?
In many jurisdictions there are two possible defenses for a
breach of contract claim in these circumstances: force
majeure and frustration (sometimes referred to as
impossibility). However, it should not be assumed that
businesses can rely on these as a successful defense to
any claim for breach of contract in light of the COVID-19
outbreak. In addition to the specific requirements of each
of these concepts, it must also be demonstrated that the
COVID-19 outbreak was the principal cause of the
contractual failure.
Force majeure
Under English law (and that of most common law
jurisdictions), force majeure is a contractual provision
that, depending on the terms of the clause in the
contract, can excuse one or both parties from
performance following the occurrence of certain events.
There is no recognized meaning of force majeure in
English law so its scope varies from contract to contract,
depending on the drafting of the clause.
Whether a force majeure clause in a contract can be
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relied upon will depend upon the wording and
interpretation of the clause. The clause will need to be
reviewed to check:
–

what events are defined as a force majeure event;
does this include a pandemic or is it broadly defined
such as events beyond a party’s reasonable control?

–

what threshold must be met to show that the force
majeure event caused the non-performance of the
contract? For example does the clause require the
force majeure event to “prevent” performance or is
the lesser requirement of “hinder” or “delay” sufficient?

–

what notification provisions are imposed by the force
majeure clause and the contract generally to ensure
that the correct notice is provided?

In addition to satisfying the thresholds set by the terms of
the force majeure clause, parties must also demonstrate
that they have taken all reasonable steps to mitigate the
event and its effects on contractual performance.
If a contracting party can successfully rely on a force
majeure clause the remedies will also depend on the
wording of the clause.
For more information on force majeure
and how this operates in different
jurisdictions please see our Guide to
Force Majeure around the world.
Frustration
Under English law (and many other common law
jurisdictions), where a contract does not contain a force
majeure clause, or the disrupting event would not be
deemed a force majeure event under the terms of the
contract, an alternative defense may be the common law
doctrine of frustration.
Frustration allows a contract to be discharged, excusing
the parties from further performance and there is no
liability for non-performance.
A frustrating event occurs when a change in
circumstances happens after the formation of the
contract that, due to no fault of either party, renders the
contract either:
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–

physically or commercially impossible to fulfil

–

transforms the obligation into something radically
different from that originally undertaken

An event which makes it more difficult or expensive to
perform a contractual obligation will not be sufficient to
establish frustration.
If a contract is frustrated, it is permanently frustrated and
parties are no longer bound to perform their obligations.
A contract cannot be temporarily frustrated as the courts
cannot amend the terms of the contract to reflect the
effects of the event.
It is considered a high bar to surpass to bring a frustration
claim as courts are usually reluctant to find that a contract
has been frustrated. All express provisions in the contract
should be considered for whether these are a bar to a
claim for frustration (i.e. a force majeure clause). Other
clauses in a contract can also have an impact, such as
liquidated damages clauses for non-performance, and
the entire contract should be considered in the event of a
disruption to the supply chain.
To the extent that a contract is found to be frustrated,
money paid or non-monetary benefits made before
discharge of the contract are recoverable under statute.
However, certain types of contracts are excluded from
the application of the statute, including carriage of goods
by sea, insurance contracts and certain sale of goods
contracts. In these circumstances a claim would need to
be for unjust enrichment which comes with its own
hurdles to surpass.
There are similar concepts available in civil law
jurisdictions although these are often referred to by a
different name such as “hardship” or “change in
circumstances” and each contain their own nuances as to
the requirements that need to be demonstrated.

4.

–

if there is a potential breach, are there limits to an
entitlement to damages and/or does this give rise to a
right to terminate?

–

early and open communication with contracting
parties to see if there is any flexibility and try to work
together to resolve issues

–

consider alternative methods to usual practice to
continue business operations

–

keep records of what has happened and
communications and discussions with counterparties

–

producing and maintaining a supply chain map to
enable quick and easy assessment of where there may
be a disruption in the event of a crisis

–

looking for alternative suppliers and maintaining a list
of alternative suppliers

–

maintaining a business continuity plan

In our experience, parties have been quick to collaborate
during the pandemic in order to avoid too many
contractual problems. This has, however, seen many
practical, alternative arrangements being reached on an
informal basis. It is important that you take steps to
properly record such agreements and, where necessary, to
make clear that they are being entered into without
prejudice to any wider contractual rights. This will avoid
uncertainty and will therefore assist should relationships
sour in the coming months.
Similarly, it is important that you are careful about what you
do not document. As people seek to manage a crisis, they
can often commit unhelpful statements to writing –
whether by email, text message, social media or otherwise.
Such statements may well be disclosable in subsequent
litigation and so now is a good time to be reminding
people to avoid such mistakes.
If you need help with a supply chain claim please contact:

Matthew Taylor
Partner

What steps should businesses
be considering now?

T: +44 161 831 8245
M: +44 774 019 2377
matthewtaylor
@eversheds-sutherland.com

There are a number of practical steps that businesses
should be considering now, including:

Rich Lloyd

–

reviewing relevant contracts and considering what
obligations are potentially affected or disrupted to
identify whether there is a potential breach

Partner
T: +44 121 232 1622
M: +44 782 793 6337
richlloyd
@eversheds-sutherland.com
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1.

What are the
new provisions?
The Corporate Insolvency and Governance Act 2020
(CIGA) came into force on 26 June 2020, introducing
some temporary measures to deal with the immediate
economic disruption arising from COVID-19 as well as
some permanent changes that will now become part of
the insolvency and restructuring landscape.

The supplier cannot make continuation of supply to a
company in an insolvency procedure conditional upon
payment of earlier debts or do anything which would have
the same effect.

Prior to the CIGA, only certain essential suppliers
(utilities, communications services and electronic service
providers) were prohibited from terminating supplies
where a company entered into insolvency. CIGA has
extended that so that any provision in any contract for
the termination of supply of goods or services will cease
to have effect if it provides for any of the following upon
a company entering into an insolvency procedure:

–

the office holder (liquidator, administrator,
administrative receiver or provisional liquidator)
consents

–

the company consents

–

upon application to court, where the court is satisfied
that continuation of supply will cause the supplier
hardship

–

the supply agreement to terminate

–

the supplier being granted a right to terminate

–

any other thing to take place (for example, the
alteration of payment terms)

Additionally, a right to terminate that arose because of an
event occurring before the company entered into the
insolvency procedure (i.e. non-insolvency grounds) but
was not exercised may not be exercised while the
company is in the insolvency procedure. By way of
example, if a customer defaulted on payments before
entering into insolvency and the supplier issued a
reservation of rights letter, rather than terminate the
agreement, then these new provisions mean the
supplier’s termination rights arising from those reserved
rights would be lost if the customer subsequently
entered into an insolvency procedure.

A supplier can only terminate where either:

There is a temporary exemption for suppliers who are small
entities1 during the relevant period2.
Importantly, post-insolvency termination rights are not
affected, so for instance if a company failed to pay a debt
that arose after insolvency (say for supplies made to it after
insolvency) then a supplier can terminate.

1 Small entity satisfies any two of the following: (i) turnover not more than
£10.2m; (ii) balance sheet not more than £5.1m; and (iii) employees of not
more than 50.
2 1 March 2020 to 30 September 2020 (which could be extended for a
further six months by the Government).
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2.

Are these changes likely
to cause disputes?
These new changes do not affect insurers or banks or
firms providing services under “financial contracts.” What
constitutes a financial contract is likely to be a
contentious issue in the short term as the definitions in
CIGA are tested by application to the multitude of real
world financial products. Bank lending is straightforward
to identify and categorize but other commercial
arrangements involving some element of financial
services may be more difficult to categorize and may lead
to disputes. For instance, the financial leasing sector will
be live to the issues around how financial leasing is
distinguished from operating leases even though the
products can be quite similar – as matters presently stand
financial leasing will not be caught by the provisions but
operating leases may be.
There may well be other financial services creditors who
find their products do not fit the current definition or that
there is dispute as to whether they do. There is also a risk
that suppliers will seek to alter their arrangements with
companies so as to fall within the definition of financial
contract and so be outside the new termination rights
restrictions – such attempts could be subject to
challenge in the courts and suppliers may face claims for
wrongful termination and/or actions for specific
performance requiring that supplies continue.
There are likely to be disputes as regards when
termination rights arose, as pre-insolvency termination
rights will be lost if not exercised. A particular source of
disputes may be provisions relating to cure or notice
periods, making it even more important that contracts
provide clearly when the entitlement to terminate arises
in such circumstances. Any suppliers who have issued
reservation of rights letters or who are aware of a
continuing breach upon which they have not acted will
need to be more vigilant as regards whether and when to
exercise such rights, or risk losing them.
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Contractual provisions designed effectively to alter
payment terms after insolvency (for example, to shorten
payment terms or frontload any staged payments) will be
caught by these provisions. If parties seek to bypass these
restrictions, for example by artificially linking alterations
to events other than the insolvency itself, disputes
may arise.
There are likely to be disputes as to whether a supplier
who has lost termination rights still has an obligation to
supply and contractual provisions will need to be
considered carefully. In many cases, the refusal of a
supplier to continue supplies may be enough to wreck a
restructuring plan, so the stakes will be high.
Smaller suppliers or those contracts where the continued
supply involves large financial loss for a supplier could
benefit from relief in the form of the financial hardship
exemption, but will still be put to the expense and
uncertainty of court proceedings if matters cannot be
agreed between the parties. Furthermore, CIGA does not
explain the level of hardship that must be shown for the
hardship exception to apply, and it remains to be seen
where the courts will set the bar.
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3.

What should
suppliers do?
Suppliers need to review their supply arrangements and
contracts to manage these risks and also to assess the risk
to their own business where they (a) lose termination
rights and (b) have continuing obligations to supply a
company in a formal insolvency procedure. This may
entail seeking to renegotiate and amend contracts
pre-emptively to manage and mitigate these risks.
Where a customer’s insolvency has arisen or seems likely
then advice on the existing contractual provisions, their
effect and options should be sought.

If you need help with CIGA litigation please contact:

Jamie Leader
Partner
T: +44 20 7919 4756
M: +44 796 845 2166
jamieleader
@eversheds-sutherland.com

Turon Miah
Principal Associate

The loss of termination rights will be most acute for
suppliers who have a large exposure to a customer and
continued supply obligations. Where a company enters
into a terminal process such as liquidation the risk of
having to make further supplies is low, as the company
will have ceased trading. Where the company enters into
administration, the new moratorium or the new
restructuring plan, and is continuing to trade, there is risk
that further supplies (where the contract provides for the
same) will continue to have to be made.

T: +44 121 232 1152
M: +44 734 102 7124
turonmiah
@eversheds-sutherland.com
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1.

What is the new
standalone moratorium?
The Corporate Insolvency and Governance Act 2020
(CIGA) came into force on 26 June 2020. It introduces
new measures to rescue companies in financial distress
as a result of COVID-19.

The new moratorium is different to that imposed where a
company enters into administration in a number of
material respects:
–

in principle, it will be relatively easy and inexpensive for
a company to enter into the moratorium. Unless there
is an outstanding winding-up petition, the company
obtains the moratorium by filing documents at court
and without having a court hearing. The key
requirement is a statement from the proposed monitor
that “it is likely that a moratorium for the company
would result in the rescue of the company as a
going concern”

–

the payment holiday only applies as regards premoratorium debts, such that debts arising during the
moratorium period for the supply of goods and
services and rent due during the moratorium period
need to continue to be paid during the moratorium

–

the moratorium does not apply to debts or liabilities
arising under a contract or other instrument involving
financial services. This is defined as including “financial
contracts” which in turn includes “lending (including
the factoring and financing of commercial
transactions), financial leasing, and providing
guarantees or commitments.” This means financial
services creditors will need to be paid sums due
irrespective of the moratorium

CIGA is a standalone moratorium (i.e. the company
doesn’t have to be in any other type of formal insolvency
process to access the moratorium). The directors remain
in control but are subject to supervision by a monitor
(an insolvency practitioner).
The moratorium will last for an initial period of 20
business days. However, it can be extended by a further
20 days by the company, by up to one year with creditor
consent or indefinitely by court order. The company will
continue to trade during any moratorium. There are
some restrictions on what a company in a moratorium
can do. It cannot grant new security or pay premoratorium debts valued at the higher of £5,000 or 1%
of the total debts of the company without the monitor’s
consent. A company in a moratorium can agree new
borrowing (such as part of some restructuring package)
but the monitor will need to consent to this.
The effect on creditors is similar to the existing
moratorium for a company in administration. It includes
restricting the creditor’s ability to initiate insolvency
proceedings, repossess assets, enforce security, and take
legal proceedings. Floating charge holders cannot
crystallize a floating charge (so the company is free to
continue to deal with floating charge assets in the
ordinary course of business). A creditor can exercise
rights of set-off though, so monies owed to the company
can be set off against money owed by the company.
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2.

What will be the impact on
creditor enforcement action?
For non-financial services creditors
Pre-moratorium debts will be subject to the moratorium
such that the company will have a payment holiday in
respect of paying those debts during the moratorium. If
the company was minded to pay these debts then it
cannot pay more than the higher of £5,000 or 1% of the
total debts of the company without the monitor’s
consent. Such a situation might arise where the creditor
is a key supplier with an ad hoc supply arrangement (i.e.
no contract that requires future supply), can lawfully
refuse further supply during the moratorium period
unless pre-moratorium debts are paid and the company
cannot source alternative supplies, so that it could exert
pressure to secure payment of pre-moratorium debts.
The creditor would need to ensure that the monitor’s
consent was obtained, otherwise payments could be
subject to clawback later.
The creditor will not be able to take any enforcement
action during the moratorium. Where supplies of goods
are concerned then retention of title provisions still
remain effective but cannot be enforced (except with the
permission of the court). Where there are mutual debts
between the creditor and the company then the creditor
is free to exercise any contractual rights of set-off.
Moratorium debts:
Where the supply of good or services is made during the
moratorium then those debts needs to be paid by the
company; if the monitor thinks that the company cannot
do so, they will be bound to terminate the moratorium.
Until the moratorium is terminated then the restrictions
on enforcement action remain. Given that a terminated
moratorium is likely to be followed by administration or
liquidation, further creditor action seems unlikely.
Creditors who are not subject to new termination rights
restriction/further supplies obligation introduced by
CIGA, will likely want payment up front for supplies. Or
other mechanisms to minimize risk of default and more
visibility of a company’s financial plans and arrangements
with its financial services creditors, before agreeing to
make new supplies.
16

From a creditor perspective there is a risk that making
further supplies during the moratorium (when it is not
obliged to) could simply increase its exposure and losses.
However, they may take comfort from the fact that, if the
moratorium fails, any moratorium debts will benefit from
“super priority” in a subsequent administration or
liquidation.
Financial services creditors
Financial services creditors will need to be paid both
pre-moratorium debts and post-moratorium debts. For a
moratorium to be viable, debtor companies therefore
need either to be able to pay their financial services
creditors as they fall due or to have agreed terms with
them separately.
The real issue will arise as regards who is a financial
services creditor. Bank lending is straightforward to
identify and categorize but other commercial
arrangements involving some element of financial
services may be more difficult to categorize and may lead
to disputes. For instance, the financial leasing sector will
be live to the issues around how financial leasing is
distinguished from operating leases even though the
products can be quite similar – as matters presently stand
financial leasing will not be caught by the moratorium but
operating leases may be. There may well be other
financial services creditors who find their products do not
fit the current definition or there is dispute as to whether
it does. There is also a risk that creditors will seek to alter
their arrangements with companies so as to fall within the
definition of financial services and so be outside the
moratorium – such attempts could be subject to
challenge in the courts.
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3.

What should
creditors be doing?
Virtually every business has been affected by COVID-19
but as the temporary restrictions on the economy ease
and trading resumes there will be acute risk in the short
term. Creditors will be aware that the temporary
restrictions on presenting winding-up petitions (coupled
with the former suspension of contribution liabilities
upon directors for wrongful trading, which has now been
lifted) - may mean that directors are emboldened to take
more risk than they would in ordinary circumstances.
Creditors should be reviewing all their contracts and
updating their terms and conditions to cater for the
moratorium and its implications as discussed above – not
just as regards actual obligations to supply, but also
payments terms, exclusivity arrangements, retention of
title, security and notification obligations. Creditors
should be having regular conversations with customers
and managing exposure based on those conversations.

If you need help with moratorium litigation
please contact:

Jamie Leader
Partner
T: +44 20 7919 4756
M: +44 796 845 2166
jamieleader
@eversheds-sutherland.com

Turon Miah
Principal Associate
T: +44 121 232 1152
M: +44 734 102 7124
turonmiah
@eversheds-sutherland.com

Once the moratorium commences the role of the
monitor will be important. Creditors will want to ensure
that they are satisfied that his/her decisions are correct
and challenge those decisions (especially as regards
payment of pre-moratorium debts subject to the
payment holiday, extending the moratorium, further
borrowing and granting new security) where appropriate.
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1.

What do we foresee as being the health
and safety risks post-lockdown?
Regulatory enforcement
Employers have a duty to ensure, so far as is reasonably
practicable, the health, safety and welfare at work of their
employees, as well as the health and safety of those not
in their employment but who might be affected by their
activities.
The Health and Safety Executive (‘HSE’) has produced
guidance on working safely during the coronavirus
outbreak to assist employers with meeting their health
and safety obligations. While in the first instance, less
serious failures are likely to be dealt with by way of advice
and guidance, in the case of repeated failures or where
employers are deemed not to have managed the risk
appropriately (or at all), the HSE has confirmed it will take
action ranging from issuing enforcement notices,
stopping certain work practices until they are made safe,
and potentially prosecution.
HSE has outlined five practical steps for businesses to
take to ensure the workplace is “COVID-secure”:
1. carry out a COVID-19 risk assessment in line with
HSE guidance
2. develop increased cleaning, hand washing and
hygiene procedures

3. take all reasonable steps to help people work
from home
4. maintain 2m social distancing where possible
5. where people cannot be 2m apart, 1m plus is
acceptable with reasonable measures to manage the
transmission risk
HSE is resuming targeted proactive inspection of high-risk
industries and workplaces, and has begun carrying out
spot checks to ensure businesses are COVID-secure.
Failing to provide arrangements for monitoring,
supervising and maintaining social distancing will be an
obvious area for scrutiny.
Changing guidance
Public Health England and government guidance is
evolving as more information is gathered and further
scientific evidence is revealed about COVID-19.
Organizations must ensure that their COVID-secure risk
assessments and procedures are regularly reviewed and
kept up-to-date in line with the changing guidance.
Employees must also be trained on the latest guidance and
changes to procedures, and must understand their own
obligations to comply. Failure to do so is likely to lead to
increased scrutiny over inadequate risk assessments and
training, and potential enforcement action.
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Home/lone working
Employee safety and wellbeing will remain paramount
post-COVID and employers must consider not only the
risks associated with those returning to the workplace but
also of those who continue to work from home.
Risks include:

Areas likely to be under scrutiny post-lockdown include:

–

–

whether risk assessments conducted are suitable and
sufficient

–

whether adequate information, instruction and
training has been provided

accidents or injuries in isolated workplaces

–

vehicle condition

–

unsuitable workstations

–

driver working time limits and fatigue

–

increased vulnerability to violence (this could be
domestic violence at home, amongst staff or
consumer to employee)

–

driver behavior

–

oversight of ‘grey fleet’ and driver licensing and
vehicle insurance requirements

–

negative impact on stress and mental health
or wellbeing

–

injuries when undertaking activities unsuitable for
lone workers (for example, working in confined
spaces, near live electricity conductors or
heavy lifting)

Employers have the same health and safety
responsibilities towards homeworkers or those
otherwise working by themselves, as they do for those
on site premises.
As homeworking becomes more permanent, employers
need to consider and assess the workstation set up and
display screen equipment used, as well as the stress and
mental health of those working alone unsupervised, who
may be tempted to work longer hours without adequate
rest and recovery breaks. It is widely reported that the
COVID-19 outbreak has negatively impacted people’s
mental health. With such impact well-known, employers
who have failed to adequately account for risks to home
or lone workers are likely to see increased scrutiny and
potential enforcement action.
Driving for work
With lockdown in place, roads were often eerily quiet.
A return to work is likely to see more ‘grey fleet’ on the
roads, as employees look to avoid public transport or
are unable/unwilling to take part in car share schemes.
An employer’s responsibilities under the Health and
Safety at Work etc. Act 1974 includes the time when
employees are driving at work, whether this is in a
company or hired vehicles, or in the employee’s own
vehicle. Inexperienced business drivers can potentially
lead to an increase in road accidents. Unfortunately,
requirements around driving at work are often
misunderstood or overlooked by employers.
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RIDDOR
Cases of, or deaths from, COVID-19 attributable to
occupational exposure to the virus should be reported
under The Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous
Occurrences Regulations 2013.
This may be under one of the following circumstances,
where:
–

an accident or incident at work has, or could have, led
to the release or escape of coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2).
This must be reported as a dangerous occurrence

–

a person at work (a worker) has been diagnosed as
having COVID-19 attributed to an occupational
exposure to coronavirus. This must be reported as a
case of disease

–

a worker dies as a result of occupational exposure to
coronavirus. This must be reported as a work-related
death due to exposure to a biological agent

Recent further guidance published by HSE looks into what
constitutes reasonable evidence, and how to make a
judgement as to whether or not a confirmed diagnosis of
COVID-19 is likely to have been caused by an
occupational exposure. Nevertheless, if limited
information is available and it’s not possible to ascertain
the likely source of the virus, employers may struggle
with the decision as to whether or not to make a report
under RIDDOR. Decisions over RIDDOR reports, past
and present, are likely to come under scrutiny, and
employers would benefit from taking additional legal
advice if they are concerned about whether or not to
make a RIDDOR report.

Health and
safety issues
COVID-19 Litigation Risks Report

Diverted attention
As employers worry about ensuring the business is
COVID-secure, attention may be diverted from other
health and safety concerns. Amongst other things, it
remains imperative for equipment to be regularly
inspected and maintained, staff to be fully trained, fire
safety and other premises checks to be carried out, and
adequate contractor management procedures to be
followed. Processes may need to be changed so these
checks can be carried out safely and securely, but
nevertheless, health and safety across the board remains
vital and should not be compromised.
Coroner’s inquests
Although emergency legislation has amended the way in
which death certification is carried out, the legal decisions
to be made by the coroner when a death is referred to
them remain the same as prior to the COVID-19 outbreak.
A coroner’s inquest looks to ascertain:
–

who the deceased was

–

how, when and where the deceased came by his or
her death

–

the particulars (if any) to be registered concerning
the death

While COVID-19 as a cause of death (or contributory
cause) is not a reason on its own to refer a death to the
coroner, there are some instances in which a COVID-19
death may be reported to the coroner, such as where the
virus may have been contracted in the workplace. If an
investigation is opened into a person’s death, the coroner
may look at whether any failures by the employer and lack
of precautions in the workplace caused the deceased to
contract the virus.

Civil claims
Where employees have been exposed to COVID-19
through work and tested positive, a civil claim may be
made against the employer. However, individuals are
exposed to COVID-19 in general society and it is likely,
for the majority, to be difficult to prove the harm was
caused by occupational exposure. In settings such as
retail, health and social care provisions, however, the risk
of transmission may be more prominent and proof of
exposure easier to establish.
As the R-rate reduces and individuals gradually return to
work, local outbreaks are being seen and investigations are
showing that this may be traced to a workplace. In such
circumstances, sufficient evidence may be available to
establish the causal link between any breach of a duty of
care towards the employee and the resulting positive
COVID-19 diagnosis.
It is therefore important, not just from a regulatory
perspective, that employers take all reasonably practicable
steps to ensure the health, safety and welfare of their
employees (as well as others) and avoid breaching their
duty of care in order to reduce the risk of litigation, be it
civil or criminal.
If you need help with environment, health and safety
litigation please contact:

Tim Hill
Partner
T: +44 191 241 6473
M: +44 774 015 7416
timhill
@eversheds-sutherland.com

Catherine Henney
Principal Associate
T: +44 161 831 8583
M: +44 779 522 3395
catherinehenney
@eversheds-sutherland.com
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1.

What is the risk and why does
COVID-19 increase it?
During the COVID-19 pandemic many businesses have
needed to implement emergency measures in relation
to employees, business reorganizations and customer
strategies in order to survive. This may leave them
vulnerable to employees who leave their employment.

In response to the pandemic, some businesses have
needed to restructure and have entered into business
transfers. Changes in business structures may have an
impact on the enforceability of existing post-termination
restrictive covenants.

Some employees will feel disgruntled by the way they
have been treated by their employer since lockdown
was imposed in March 2020 due to pay reductions,
bonus payment freezes or as a consequence of being
furloughed. As a result, they may seek opportunities
with competitors.

For some businesses, the impact of the pandemic will
have seen significant increase in demand so that they will
have done extremely well during the pandemic. Some
will also be presented with the opportunity to take
market share from their competitors, as the economic
impacts of the pandemic lessen and the economy
returns to growth. In doing so these businesses will be
seeking to recruit talent from their competitors.

Other employees may have enjoyed remote working,
with the flexibility it has given them and may have
resulted in them wishing to start up their own businesses
or continue to work remotely for a competitor, if this
option is not available at their current employer. Remote
working does also potentially allow employees a greater
opportunity to download and print confidential material,
such as sensitive pricing and customer data, using home
printers when they would not take this step working in
an office.
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2.

What does this
mean for businesses?
The most likely consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic
is that businesses will be looking to either enforce
post-termination restrictive covenants in relation to
departing employees, or preparing to have them
enforced against them in relation to new recruits.
The starting point under English law is that restrictive
covenants are assumed to be unenforceable, as an
unreasonable restraint of trade, unless the business has a
legitimate business interest to protect and the restrictions
are no more than is necessary in order to protect that
interest.
Enforcing a restrictive covenant requires fast action, if
damage to a business is to be minimized. Employers may
also need to consider a springboard injunction, especially
where confidential information has been taken by an
employee. The results are often similar to enforcing
post-termination restrictive covenants but do not rely on
having enforceable restrictive covenants.
In certain circumstances, such as where a number of
employees are leaving or they are joining as a team, there
is also a potential further cause of action through a
conspiracy claim. This is of course case specific.

3.

What are the potential pitfalls for
employers when seeking to enforce
restrictive covenants?
Redundancies/resignations - breach of contract
When making redundancies or dealing with resignations,
an employer should check that it has the contractual right
to make a payment in lieu of notice or put employees on
garden leave. If it does not, doing so can result in an
employer being in breach of contract and could prevent
them from relying on and enforcing an otherwise valid
restrictive covenant through the courts.
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Business transfers under TUPE
There are also likely to be circumstances where a business
or part of a business is bought or sold, post COVID-19.
Restrictive covenants survive a business transfer under the
Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment)
Regulations 2006 (TUPE), however, they are construed in
a more limited fashion. TUPE does not allow changes to
terms and conditions of employment, including the
introduction of new restrictive covenants, so expert
support is required in order to navigate this scenario.
Restrictive covenants which are inappropriate for their
employees
Employees may have entered into employment or service
contracts when first joining a business several years ago. It
is important to be aware that the restrictive covenants in
the contract will be interpreted in line with the employee’s
role as at the date of signing. If, as a result of promotions
and/or a restructuring process, an employee has new
duties, their restrictive covenants should be revisited as
they may need to be updated to ensure the appropriate
protections are in place to match the current role and its
significance to or seniority within the business.
Restrictive covenants drafted too broadly
Restrictive covenants are frequently challenged on the
basis they are alleged to be drafted too broadly in terms of
duration, geographical extent, customer coverage or the
period is not offset by a garden leave provision. Employers
should regularly review their restrictive covenants to
ensure that they are updated in accordance with the latest
court decisions and also the evolution of the business and
the employees role.

Restrictive covenant
enforcement
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4.

What steps should
businesses be considering now?
There are a number of practical steps that it would be
prudent for businesses to be considering now, including:
–

when recruiting, ensure that new recruits provide
details of any restrictive covenants to which they are
subject prior to offering them the job, to avoid
allegations of inducing a breach of contract at
the outset

–

for existing key employees, review and update
restrictive covenants to take account of promotions
or business restructurings

–

ensure that confidential information is marked as
such and that internal policies make it clear that such
information should never be sent outside of the
business or printed off on home printers or
downloaded onto a USB without line manager
approval

–

ensure that employee redundancy or resignation
processes are in line with contractual rights to avoid a
breach of contract

–

in the event that an employee hands in their notice
and there are concerns that they may be acting
suspiciously, it may be prudent to suspend system
access and also analyze recent activity in the run up
to handing in their notice

–

if there are concerns that an employee or team may
be about to act in breach of or has already breached
their restrictive covenants and/or express and implied
terms of employment, obtain specialist legal advice
quickly – it may be possible to obtain injunctive
protection from the court to protect the business’
position

If you need help with restrictive covenant enforcement
please contact:

Paul Fontes
Partner
T: +44 207 919 4655
M: +44 793 955 2607
paulfontes
@eversheds-sutherland.com

Phil Duignan
Partner
T: +44 161 831 8509
M: +44 739 325 4381
philduignan
@eversheds-sutherland.com

Our solicitors have a vast amount of practical experience
in reviewing, updating and enforcing restrictive
covenants.
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1.

What is the risk and why
does COVID-19 increase it?
The COVID-19 pandemic had a particularly swift and
dramatic impact upon workplaces. This has given rise to
employee challenges to the way in which employers
responded and their treatment during this period and
subsequently. Increased employment litigation is arising
due to disputes over pay, alleged inequality and unfair
dismissal during the pandemic, as well as to claims
related to funding schemes, such as the Government’s
Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme (CJRS).

2.

What does it mean
for businesses?
In the period following the height of the pandemic, the
common employment tribunal claims, such as unfair
dismissal, unlawful deductions from wages and holiday
pay are increasing. However, new claims are also
emerging, related to the operation of CJRS and
whistleblowing and equality issues in employer
responses to the virus, as well as a rise in class actions,
particularly those arising from workplace issues
involving a collective aspect.

Many employment tribunal claims require a period of
qualifying service on the part of the employee. So, for
example, to challenge a dismissal for redundancy in the
employment tribunal, an employee must have two years’
continuous employment. Whistleblowing is an exception,
requiring no qualifying service and is also an area where
claims are on the rise since the start of the pandemic.
Whistleblowing arises where an employee discloses
perceived unlawful conduct by their employer and, in
many cases, will result in legal protection for the
individual against retaliatory action, such as dismissal or
demotion. HM Revenue & Customs has actively
encouraged employees to disclose employer abuse of
CJRS but employees are also raising health and safety
concerns, for example related to unsafe working
practices or workplaces connected with the pandemic.
Importantly, many claims associated with the pandemic
introduce reputational issues for employers. However,
claims related to health and safety, trade union activity or
whistleblowing pose the additional risk of an
accompanying claim for interim relief by the individual.
Successful applications will lead to the reinstatement or
re-engagement of the employee or continuation of pay,
pending the determination of the substantive claim which may be many months ahead.
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3.

4.

Inevitably, a tribunal system that was already stretched is
facing particular challenges in processing a backlog of
current cases alongside the burgeoning number of new
claims. Key impacts upon employment litigation going
forwards include:

There are a number of practical steps that businesses
should be considering now for employment-related
litigation. Employers need to plan ahead and should
adopt an early strategy for responding to employee
grievances or litigation, including:

Timeframes: a number of employment tribunals continue
to work at reduced capacity, with ‘back of house’ staff
remaining absent or working remotely (differing across
regions due to the new tiered restrictions), and those who
are present generally only dealing with urgent applications
as the system tries to deal with significant backlog.
Resumption of full service remains some time away and it
is inevitable that there will be some delay with claims for
the foreseeable future. Hearing dates, in particular, may be
delayed by many months, with claims being listed for 2022
in several regions. Claims which relate solely to unpaid
wages may be heard more quickly as such claims are
normally listed for a shorter duration.

–

where grievances are raised or claims issued, prepare
witness statements early

–

are the issues in dispute sufficiently clear or is
clarification needed?

–

identify who in the organization has knowledge of the
relevant facts

–

locate key documents and store these securely

–

for leavers, try to agree terms for their future
assistance with litigation. Include such provision in
settlement agreement terms

–

ensure any potential witnesses are informed of
hearing dates as soon as possible

–

some cases are being listed two years in advance.
Exploring early commercial settlement may be
beneficial to all parties. If a hearing does go ahead
after a long delay, ensure any witnesses refresh their
knowledge of the witness statements and case
documentation

Impact of Covid-19 upon employment
tribunal process and procedure

Employment tribunal practice: many employment
tribunal hearings continue to be dealt with by telephone or
video-conferencing. Despite steps to increase face-toface hearings, these are unlikely to be common for some
time. Furthermore, the pandemic led to a significant
acceleration of the long-held ambition of the employment
tribunal system to increase digitization and this will have
long-term effects. Employers can expect ongoing changes
in the use of technology and a reduction in face-to-face
hearings in appropriate cases although some hearings may
also be scheduled at shorter notice where dates become
available (to address the tribunal backlog) and employers
will need to be prepared.
Alternative Resolution (ADR): employment tribunals are
likely to examine more closely whether disputes can be
resolved by other means, such as judicial mediation or
judicial assessment. In appropriate cases, tribunals may
also look to determine cases on the papers alone, where
the parties agree to this. There are also trials underway for
compulsory ADR in longer cases so that cases are
automatically listed for a two-hour ADR hearing with an
employment judge six weeks after the exchange of witness
statements. The purpose of this hearing is to see if the
issues between the parties can be narrowed or a
settlement reached between the parties.
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What steps should businesses
be considering now?

Employment tribunal
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If you need help with employment tribunal litigation
please contact:

Naeema Choudry
Partner
T: +44 161 831 8283
M: +44 777 558 7813
naeemachoudry
@eversheds-sutherland.com

Mark Pipkin
Partner
T: +44 115 931 7569
M: +44 782 793 6340
markpipkin
@eversheds-sutherland.com
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1.

What is the risk and why
does COVID-19 increase it?
Employee relations (ER) have come under pressure
during COVID-19. For example, in relation to:

–

workplace safety and adhering to government
guidance

–

employment terms and ways of working, where
employers seek adaptations to support COVID
security or changes to reduce costs and respond to
changing demand

–

furlough arrangements, including employer eligibility
and compliance

–

redundancy and restructuring, particularly where
larger numbers of workers are involved, triggering
statutory consultation duties with employee
representatives

These pressures are resulting in increased ER litigation
risks, potentially including:
–

employees claiming detrimental treatment or
dismissal on health and safety, trade union and other
protected grounds

–

trade unions, employee representatives or
employees claiming a failure by the employer to
inform and consult collectively during restructuring
and redundancies

–

employees claiming employer breaches of trade
union protection rights during employer
restructurings. These rights constrain employers from
bypassing a recognized trade union in order to
negotiate directly with, or impose contractual change
on, its workforce

–

other claims for breach of contract, deduction of
wages, unfair dismissal, redundancy payments and
more

Many of these claims would be taken to an employment
tribunal, as opposed to the civil courts. All pose significant
financial risks where tens or hundreds of employees are
involved and may also result in a tribunal declaring that
any contractual changes are not binding.
In addition, ER disputes risk poor staff morale, reputational
repercussions, business disruption, legal costs and a
negative impact on future trade union relationships.
As businesses reopen, ER disputes may result in staff
protests or, potentially, threats of industrial action – both
which may also lead to litigation, including employer
applications for interim injunctions to prevent unlawful
disruption.
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2.

3.

The novel COVID-19 challenges associated with
maintaining positive employee relations mean that
employers should: ensure compliance with the latest
government COVID-secure workplace guidance;
prioritize effective and regular communications with
employees and their representatives to build employee
trust in workplace safety measures; encourage the use of
whistleblowing and other feedback hotlines to provide
early warning of potential ER issues; evidence genuine
business reasons for restructuring and redundancy
proposals; prepare for longer timescales when managing
restructuring, redundancies and other workforce change
(reflecting, in part, the practicalities of a remote
consultation where employees are furloughed or working
at home); do their reasonable best to demonstrate
fairness when conducting their ER, despite the challenges
posed by COVID-19; and, check ongoing eligibility when
seeking to recover wage costs from the Government’s
furlough scheme.

It depends on the particular claim. For example, there is
the “special circumstances” defense which potentially
applies to certain failures to undertake adequate collective
consultation during restructuring and redundancies.
However, it ordinarily only applies in exceptional
circumstances, such as a sudden, unforeseen catastrophic
impact on the employer (unlikely to apply, for example, to
the ending of the furlough scheme), and the employer
must still show that it has taken all such steps towards
compliance as were reasonably practicable in those
circumstances.

What does this mean for businesses?
What steps should businesses be
considering now?

In summary, while any future employment tribunal claim
would review the exceptional COVID-19 circumstances,
we anticipate that employers will still need to demonstrate
that they did their best, not simply abandoning
reasonableness or their legal obligations.
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Are there any defenses that
businesses can rely upon?

If you need help with employee relations litigation
please contact:
Marc Meryon
Partner
T: +44 207 919 0900
M: +44 782 568 1054
marcmeryon
@eversheds-sutherland.com
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1.

What are the insurance implications
arising out of COVID-19?
The global pandemic has seen businesses in every sector
suffer significant losses, resulting in many organizations
looking to recoup these losses from their insurers. For
lots of insured businesses, the general response of the
global insurance industry to these claims – that they are
not insured – has come as an unwelcome surprise. There
are a number of short and long-term implications arising
out of this situation, depending on which types of policy
are claimed upon.

outbreak of COVID-19 at the premises, or as a result of
food and drink supplied from the premises, that causes
restrictions on the use of the premises on the order or
advice of a competent authority. Accordingly, where the
reason that an insured business has closed is because it
was ordered to do so by government (for example, the
coronavirus regulations in the UK), the view of the
insurance industry is that the notifiable disease extension
will not provide cover.

Business interruption insurance
The vast majority of companies, from global
multinationals to SMEs, carry business interruption
insurance which insures against loss of profits/income
caused by insured interferences to their business. Many
policyholders have claimed on these policies as their
primary source of redress.

However, where the insured is not a business that is closed
by the coronavirus regulations, but there is an occurrence
of COVID-19 at the insured’s premises, and the premises
are then closed on the order or advice of a competent
authority (such as the police, the Health & Safety Executive
or the local authority), then cover is arguable.

The difficulty with such claims is that an insurer’s liability
for a business interruption claim is usually only triggered
upon the insured property suffering physical damage,
such as fire or flood. Arguments will be heard in local
courts across the globe as to whether the presence of
the virus at premises could amount to physical damage
of the type necessary to trigger cover, but the
expectation (in English law at least), and the view of the
insurance industry, is that this will be insufficient to
trigger liability.
Policyholders have therefore been looking to claim
under certain extensions which are available to business
interruption policies. For example, the notifiable disease
extension provides cover where there has been an

To the extent that the prevention of access extension
requires damage to have occurred within one mile of the
premises, the same point arises that a court is unlikely to
hold that the presence of the coronavirus causes damage.
However, the insurers’ position on coverage will be
challenged in jurisdictions across the globe. In the UK, the
FCA is bringing a test case against a number of insurers
who have agreed to participate as defendants, in which it is
asking the court to determine coverage under a range of
sample policy wordings based on certain assumed facts.
The High Court has found in favor of the FCA on the
majority of issues at first instance but it is probable that
there will be an appeal. If the court concludes there is
any coverage under the policies, insurers face a deluge
of claims.
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The FCA test case is ostensibly about business
interruption insurance for SMEs, although the clauses
which are the subject of the litigation appear in many
other types of policy. Therefore the judgement will have a
much broader impact, for example, in the following areas:
1. business interruption policies for large organizations
2. d
 elay in start-up/advanced loss of profit insurance in
the construction sector. This insures against delays to
practical completion in construction and energy
projects caused by insured events, and some policies
contain notifiable disease extensions akin to those
which will be ruled upon in the FCA test case
3. landlord/tenant loss or rent insurance, which often
includes cover for loss of rent consequent upon a
notifiable disease, similar to the cover found in business
interruption policies
Even if the test case is entirely resolved in favor of
insurers, policyholders may well look to claim against
their insurance brokers. This could be done on the basis
that they were not properly advised about the scope of
cover, or the availability of specific pandemic insurance
which may have covered COVID-19 related losses.
Steps to be taken
In the short-term, any policyholders who potentially have
cover for business interruption losses, should notify their
insurers immediately as the obligation to notify will
almost certainly have already arisen. Any such notification
may already be out of time but a notification which is
made in time - and to current insurers - at least gives
insureds the chance of bringing successful claims in the
event that the courts determine there is coverage in
certain cases.

transaction will therefore need to agree how to apportion
this risk between them, if the risk is acceptable at all.
For example, the parties to a commercial property
transaction in the retail sector (landlord, tenants and
lender), will need to agree the extent to which rent
remains payable in the event premises cannot be used in
the event of a future outbreak, if insurance is not available
to cover this risk. To what extent will construction projects
still be viable if there is a risk of uninsured losses resulting
from delay caused by another pandemic, and how should
this risk be apportioned between the parties? Similarly,
how will lenders be able to protect themselves if there is a
risk that the income on which a project depends will
cease and will not be insured? If insurance is not available
(or is not affordable), this will have a knock-on effect on
other commercial elements of a transaction, which will
need to be carefully provided for in contracts.
Other types of insurance
Aside from business interruption claims, many claims have
been brought against insurers of other lines of business
such as event cancellation policies, some of which
provide cover if a large sporting or musical event is
cancelled, regardless of the cause. Similarly, travel insurers
have been badly affected where pandemics are not
excluded.
As with business interruption insurance, cover for
pandemic-related losses in other lines of business is likely
to be less readily available in the future so organizations
will need to keep their potential exposure to uninsured
losses under careful review.
If you need help with insurance litigation please contact:

Simon Brooks
Partner

Medium to long-term implications
Regardless of whether or not current claims are
determined to be covered, going forward insurers will
remove any ambiguity in policies and exclude pandemicrelated losses, and promote the option of purchasing
specific pandemic-related cover. Policyholders will want
to carefully scrutinize the extent to which pandemicrelated losses are covered and their appetite in relation to
uninsured risks.
However, it seems likely that unless specific pandemic
cover is purchased (and in the absence of government
intervention to support insurers in making the cost of
pandemic cover more affordable, similar to the support
offered to the insurers of property caused by terrorism in
the UK) pandemic-related losses which are suffered in
future years are unlikely to be insured. Parties to a
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T: +44 207 919 4583
M: +44 788 426 7366
simonbrooks
@eversheds-sutherland.com

Christopher Ives
Principal Associate
T: +44 161 831 8191
M: +44 734 150 6209
christopherives
@eversheds-sutherland.com
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1.

What is the risk and why does
COVID-19 increase it? What does this
mean for businesses?
The COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in an increased
risk of fraud in many areas.
Cybersecurity
The unprecedented shift to working from home and
traditional face-to-face businesses moving to
e-Commerce may result in a drain on IT infrastructure
for some companies. This, along with employees being
less well-monitored, produces a heightened
susceptibility to cyber attacks.
For businesses, this means an increased risk of business
email compromise fraud. Examples of this include
phishing (including attacks based around coronavirusthemed emails), malware/ransomware, “whaling”
(phishing aimed at senior employees), and SMS/
telephony-based attacks. There has also been an
increased prevalence of “cybersquatting” (the practice of
registering well-known brand names as web domains),
putting, in particular, online retailers at heightened risk.
Other issues that companies need to deal with include
data security, the push to digitization and new ways of
communicating such as emails to customers informing
them of changes to the way that they operate, and AI.
There are particular issues in the digitization of contracts,
with the risk that these are inadvertently or mistakenly
executed and the potential for strategic, high-value
contracts in the cloud to be hacked.

Transactions and accounts frauds
There is a heightened risk of fraud relating to transactions
and accounts.
This poses various risks to businesses, including the risk of
authorized push payment (“APP”) fraud, transaction
payment fraud, account takeover fraud, account opening
fraud, and fictitious identity fraud. There is also an
increased risk of invoice fraud and invoice hijacking as
consumers are moving towards increasing levels of
online banking.
We are aware of fraud becoming more prevalent in online
and ‘app’ advertising. More businesses are seeking to
advertise online or are increasing advertising spend/
channels to market to capitalize on consumers’ changing
habits due to COVID-19. ‘Ad stacking’ where businesses are
charged for ‘clicks’ relating to people who have never seen
their adverts, or fraudulent commission claims for online/
mobile customer introductions are on the increase.
Employee fraud
Employees acting independently without monitoring and
using remote authentication also increases the risk to
businesses that employees themselves commit fraud.
This exposes businesses to an increased risk , for example
insider fraud by staff working at home or hacking by
employees.
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New suppliers and procurement fraud
Companies entering into contracts with new suppliers
due to changes in supply chain may be pressured to enter
into contracts quickly. This produces pressure to
minimize due diligence and controls to speed up the
process, as well as an increased danger of bribery and
corruption. Public sector contracts processed outside of
normal procurement procedures and timeframes also
face a heightened possibility of fraud. This can have
serious consequences for businesses.
In the COVID-19 pandemic context, criminals have sold
counterfeit/non-existent supplies of personal protective
equipment (“PPE”), as reflected by Interpol’s recent
exposure of an international face mask supply fraud
worth £1.3 million. We also expect to see significant
frauds relating to ventilators, tests, vaccines and even
COVID-related research.
Discovery of existing frauds as a result of
economic downturn
There is an increased risk that historic or ongoing frauds
and corruption will emerge. These are often uncovered
as a result of economic downturns as businesses become
leaner and start to call in investments and debts. For
example, Bernie Madoff’s Ponzi scheme is likely to have
lasted longer had the global financial crisis not occurred
in 2008.
For businesses that are starting to fail, some enter into
administration and others are acquired by other
companies or investors. Fraud and corruption are often
uncovered by the administrators or during the preacquisition due diligence.
As insolvency increases, there is also an increased risk of
people being targeted by sellers of shares in companies
of no value, on the verge of insolvency or even already
out of existence.
Charitable and government aid frauds
Charitable funding can often be used as a mechanism for
fraud under normal circumstances. For example, after
the 2017 Grenfell Tower disaster, two individuals were
convicted of fraud for claiming that they had lived in the
tower at the time of the fire, and there were various
fraudulent claims for aid for victims of the disaster.
Past disasters have seen an increase in fraudulent
aid-related websites, and corruption is common in
international aid funds.
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Businesses getting involved in charitable projects need to
be aware of the risks in this area. There is already evidence
of exploitation of government grants programs relating to
the pandemic. There is also a risk of misrepresentation in
relation to government-backed loans, with instances of
fraudulent applications for the Coronavirus Bounce Back
Loan Scheme (CBBLS) and the Coronavirus Job Retention
Schemes (CJRS). These include the risk of applications for
loans on behalf of fake companies and false
representations on issues relating to loans, such as the
value of property against which a loan is secured. This is
also reflected in the recent arrest of individuals
responsible for recruiting others to set up fake limited
companies and bank accounts into which to receive the
loan funds. As small businesses, in particular, face
financial pressure the likelihood of fraudulent claims for
CJRS is real, notwithstanding the existence of
government safeguards such as HMRC auditing.
Pension liberation and investment fraud
The pandemic has caused a global economic downturn,
market instability and financial insecurity, creating a
hotbed of opportunities for fraudsters to exploit fearful
investors by using pension liberation and investment
scams, such as the carbon credit and Brazilian rainforest
scams which were popular in the mid-2010s.
Businesses could be impacted by these pandemic-related
scams, particularly ones related to COVID-19, such as
opportunities to invest in fake vaccine development
start-ups. Of course, financial institutions and
intermediaries are all at high risk of being impacted
by investment scams.

2.

Are there any defenses
that businesses can rely upon?
Employment contracts should contain relevant terms and
conditions that are legally enforceable and include, for
example, clawback provisions to enable businesses to
recover the proceeds of fraud unlawfully gained by
employees as a result of committing fraud against their
employers.
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In respect of third party suppliers, while liability for fraud
can never be excluded or limited, provisions can be
included to ensure that if there is a suspicion of fraud or
impropriety, the contract can be quickly terminated to
minimize losses. Further it is important to remain vigilant
that the contract is being properly scrutinized and
monitored. For example, rights of audit and inspection
should also be included to enable businesses to access
relevant documents and information which may be
necessary to use in any legal recovery proceedings which
may need to be commenced.
Following on from the above, businesses should also
ensure that they can demonstrate that they have
implemented effective prevention and detection
infrastructures and procedures to mitigate the risk of such
fraud occurring should this be required by law enforcement
or a court of law.

Companies should also remind staff regularly of the
existing internal fraud prevention procedures which
should be followed, including:
–

never paying a supplier invoice unless it matches a
valid purchase order and goods received notice, and
checking the bank account details on the invoice
match those held for that supplier and provenance of
email addresses

–

escalating any suspicions of fraudulent activity or
attempted phishing scams through the company’s
designated escalation and reporting procedures

–

communication – casual conversations which are
usually commonplace in the office do not occur when
the entire workforce are working from home, and this
in itself can be an issue. These informal chats often
reassure an employee that they are right to be
suspicious of a strange, very urgent request for
payment from a supplier, and that caution should
indeed be observed and that double-checking the
request is absolutely the right thing to do. Companies
should ensure that finance teams in particular are able
to communicate regularly through easily accessible
channels, and feel assured that they have a sufficient
support network to raise queries or concerns

–

due diligence – with increasing numbers of
procurement frauds, extra vigilance around the supply
chain is critical. Knowing your regular suppliers and
third parties is an important defense against fraud,
but in these challenging times it will not always be
possible to use existing suppliers and new suppliers
may need to be onboarded urgently. It is vital that
companies ensure that proportionate due diligence is
conducted before onboarding any new supplier to
ensure they are a legitimate company, capable of
suppling the necessary goods or services

–

protection – ensure all IT systems are up to date, and
the latest software and application updates have been
installed on devices to protect the business from the
latest threats. IT teams are no doubt stretched to
capacity at the moment, but ensuring all the relevant
protections and software are up to date and working
is critical in prevention and detection of fraud attacks

Businesses in receipt of fraudulent funds at the expense of
innocent victims could also consider returning those funds
promptly to the victims in order to prevent or settle any
claims. In doing so businesses may rely on the NCA’s recent
May 2020 guidance as a potential defense to any
subsequent allegations that they may be dealing with the
proceeds of crime, without the need to submit a request for
a defense against money laundering (DAML).

3.

What steps should
businesses be considering now?
There are various practical steps that businesses can take
to avoid becoming a victim of a coronavirus-related scam.
Businesses should review their existing fraud prevention
controls and consider whether they reflect the following
practical principles:
–

education – companies should talk openly with their
staff about emerging types of coronavirus-related
frauds which could occur. Understanding the
awareness of the fraud risks and the company’s
vulnerabilities, will help both the leadership team and
staff to become more vigilant, taking care not to click
on links or attachments in suspicious emails

Checking email addresses carefully should become
second nature throughout the company, for example
adamsmith@sadbank.com could become
adamsmith@sad4nk.com and may go unnoticed if not
checked carefully. This is particularly important for
emails which appear to come from senior executives
with payment or transfer instructions
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–

respond – finally, businesses should have response
strategies and procedures to be deployed immediately
in the event of a fraud or cyber attack. Fraudsters move
funds quickly and are increasingly doing so in ways that
increase the challenges of identification and detection
(for example through the use of crypto-assets to shift
funds). The legal remedies that can be used by
businesses to seek to limit and recover losses include
injunctions to freeze assets and disclosure orders, but
they all require a rapid response. Well-documented
and robust response plans that can be put into action
swiftly should mean less disruption and lower levels
of loss

If you need help with a fraud related issue please contact:

Zia Ullah
Partner
T: +44 161 831 8454
M: +44 782 694 4979
ziaullah
@eversheds-sutherland.com

Saira Choonka
Principal Associate
T: +44 207 919 0801
M: +44 791 773 7077
sairachoonka
@eversheds-sutherland.com
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1.

What is the risk and why
does COVID-19 increase it?
The legal framework and market for group claims in
England and Wales is still developing, particularly when
compared to jurisdictions such as the US. However, group
claims inevitably seek large sums and also pose additional
practical challenges for defendant businesses in terms of
keeping track of claims and difficulties in securing
settlement with multiple claimants, so it is important to be
alive to the potential risks. These unprecedented times are
leading to great leaps forward in a number of areas and
given the number of people that have been impacted by
COVID-19 in a range of ways, this could well include class
actions.
Whether class action claims are brought under group
litigation orders, as “same interest” claims under CPR 19.6,
or collective proceedings before the Competition Appeal
Tribunal, or simply claims by multiple claimants which are
then case managed together are three main reasons to
think that class actions could rise as a result of COVID-19:
–

–

the market is already seeing class actions as a direct
result of the disruption caused by COVID-19. There
are a number of group claims being brought by
policyholders against insurers relating to non-payment
of COVID-19 related business interruption losses.
Groups such as the Hiscox Action Group have been
formed to bring claims, and the High Court has
recently found in favor of the FCA on the majority of
issues in a first instance test case (although this is likely
to be appealed)
class actions have previously followed difficult
economic periods, when the economic tides have
rolled out and investors have been exposed to losses
(see, for example, the Lloyds/HBOS Litigation which

was born out of the previous financial crisis). Added
to this, fraudulent activity often comes to light in
such periods
–

litigation funders are currently awash with cash, and
actively looking to fund appropriate group claims

The specific types of claims we anticipate seeing include
those relating to:
(a) the general fall-out from COVID-19, which may impact
businesses in a number of sectors, for example:
–	workplace health and safety - where a failure to
ensure employee safety during the pandemic or
upon return to work could lead to group claims
–	use of data - the processing of “special category”
personal data relating to health, or data breaches
resulting from increased home working
–	fraud - Action Fraud has reported a significant
increase as a result of COVID-19, and those who
have suffered losses will be looking to bring claims
(b) sector specific risks, including:
–	insurance - as mentioned above
–	retail - collective competition claims, where
businesses are accused of taking advantage of the
situation brought about by COVID-19 by unfairly
pricing key consumer products, or making
misleading claims about product effectiveness.
Product liability issues – which could potentially
be on the rise as a result of changes to production
methods or even the production of new products
in response to the pandemic – have in the past
45
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–	hospitality and travel – the Competition and
Markets Authority has set up a COVID-19
taskforce to tackle holiday let firms that have
refused to offer refunds to customers, and
findings of anti-competitive behavior by the
authorities are often followed by a volume of
damages claims
–	financial services – around providers’ treatment
of mortgages, loans and other financial products
in these difficult economic times

3.

What steps should businesses
be considering now?
The key practical step that businesses should be
considering now, in respect of any possible group claims,
is undertaking a preliminary risk analysis to consider
the following:

–	education – providers are already facing
significant challenges as a result of changes to
learning delivery methods, and we could see
class actions brought by or on behalf of students

–

how could group claims arise? These may either be
generic claims that all businesses are potentially at risk
of, for example around data breaches, and/or more
sector specific claims

(c) broader economic uncertainty. While large
shareholder group actions have to date remained
fairly low in numbers in the UK, following a loss of
value it is not difficult to envisage shareholder claims
arising in relation to corporate statements, audit and
valuations, operational resilience, and business
continuity. Was, for example, COVID-19 reasonably
foreseeable? Other claims may not directly result
from COVID-19, but their size and scope may be
exacerbated by an economic downturn (for example,
claims in relation to overdraft terms)

–

who could those claims be brought by? Employees,
customers, or shareholders are all possibilities

–

what documents underly those relationships, and
what are their key terms regarding, for example,
frustration, force majeure, material adverse change
and limitation? Despite the current limitations on
certain businesses, care must still be taken around
record creation and retention

–

how could any class of claimants be broken down into
smaller sub-categories?

Class actions could then spawn further litigation, as
businesses turn to their advisers and suppliers for
compensation.

2.

Are there any defenses that
businesses can rely upon?
Businesses that may be exposed to class actions should
consider the following key defenses:

If you need help with a class action claim please contact:

Deborah Polden
Partner
T: +44 113 200 4160
M: +44 782 793 6303
deborahpolden
@eversheds-sutherland.com

Richard Bacon
Senior Associate

–

factual and legal distinctions which serve to separate
out, and break down, a claimant group. For example,
when notifying individuals about a data breach, is it
possible to notify them in tranches based on the type
of data exposed? This may help to undermine the
economies of scale driving group litigation

–

defenses, such as force majeure and frustration,
which could apply to, and undermine, all claimants in
a group. Where, for example, all claims rely on the
terms of a common contract, it may be possible to
bring a test case to evidence their common
frustration as a result of COVID-19
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1.

2.

In these challenging economic times, the preservation of
cash is a key priority for most businesses. Reducing or
eliminating the legal costs associated with litigation and
arbitration is therefore an increasingly attractive
proposition. As is evident from the issues discussed in this
guide, there will be a likely rise in litigation coming out of
COVID-19. Further, there are likely to be businesses who
are in a difficult financial position who look to litigation
funding to help them recover from harm suffered during
the pandemic.

Over the past 18 months we have revisited our approach
to alternative fee structures, ensuring that we are able to
align our interests with those of our clients. We have
been working hard with third party funders and insurers
to create packaged solutions that make no cost, risk free
litigation a reality. Using different combinations of
contingent fee deals, third party litigation funding and
insurance we can now eliminate or significantly reduce
our clients’ exposure to legal costs and disbursements for
many cases. The solutions work best to fund the pursuit
of claims, but we have cost-saving options for defendant
cases too.

What is the risk and why
does COVID-19 increase it?

The current crisis has already seen us advising clients on
contract termination, force majeure and insolvency related
disputes. Other significant claims will doubtless emerge
over time as the economic impact starts to unfold. Boards
will be mindful of their responsibility to maximize
shareholder value by pursuing any such claims or losses.

What are the funding options
that businesses can use?

Our solutions include:
– accessing funding of up to £50,000 per case to
explore the initial merits of a claim at no cost to you
–

obtaining third party funding for individual cases or
wider portfolios allowing you to pursue new or
existing claims with the funder covering all of your
costs and disbursements, insuring against the risk of
paying counterparty costs with no up-front premium

–

agreeing a reduction in our own fees of up to 100% in
return for a success fee, sharing risk and reward
alongside you

–

freeing up legal budgets for other activities or
allowing you to make savings against budget existing
awards or judgments can be sold or assigned in
return for immediate injections of capital

–

insuring against the risk of adverse outcomes and
damages awards
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3.

What does this look like in practice?
Below are examples of the funding models available in the market, as well as alternative fee arrangements and funding
models which enable us to work in true partnership with our clients. Full details of these options can be found in our
Total Dispute Finance litigation funding product here.

Funding options

Benefits for clients

Funding of an
entire claim
Funding of a
portion of legal
fees & ancillary
expenses

Tailor-made
products

Settling
claims

Risk free
litigation

New
funding

Monetizing
claims

Funding of
appeals

Funding of
enforcement

Looking at litigation funding in new and innovative ways
has a multitude of benefits for clients. From completely
de-risking litigation, to taking claims off balance-sheet,
aligning your lawyers’ interests with your own and even
turning claims into revenue generating streams, there is
now a funding model to achieve almost any client
objective - which we again explore in more detail in
Total Dispute Finance.

Cost free
litigation

Cost
management
and risk
allocation

Risk
sharing

Benefits
for clients
Funding a
portion of the
fees/expenses

Balance sheet
preservation

Off-balance
sheet
litigation

Third party
validation

For further details on litigation funding, please contact:

Glenn Newberry
Head of Costs and Litigation Funding
T: +44 292 047 7220
M: +44 787 966 3415
glennnewberry
@eversheds-sutherland.com

Michael Clavell-Bate
Partner
T: +44 161 831 8221
M: +44 777 043 7041
michaelclavell-bate
@eversheds-sutherland.com
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1.

Solvency of contractors
and suppliers
COVID-19 has delayed and disrupted (and will continue
to disrupt) construction projects globally. For many
projects that disruption is severe and construction
contracts simply do not provide answers to questions
posed by these unprecedented circumstances.

Even before COVID-19, solvency was a live issue within the
construction industry, not helped by a gloomy economic
outlook in the wake of Brexit. Profit margins on
construction projects are routinely reported to be in the
region of 5-6%, which gives little margin for error.

Contractors who have been able to implement effective
mitigation strategies have been met with sympathy; and
a large proportion of claims for delay and increased costs
are being settled despite potential issues over legal
entitlement.

Suspension of works and decreased productivity reduces
the flow of cash to contractors and their supply chains.
Increased cost of plant and materials further erodes tight
profit margins.

In many cases, however, the parties have simply reserved
their position and it remains the case that, as delays and
costs continue to increase, positions will harden which
may lead to an increase in COVID-related disputes.
We have set out below the Top 5 COVID-19 issues that
we have seen arising out of the current crisis, and our
advice on what steps businesses should be taking now in
response to these issues.

Government intervention and stimulus has provided some
relief but cannot last forever. Reported increases in
administrations and insolvencies of construction SMEs is
concerning. Any failures in the supply chain can have
serious knock-on effects, causing disruption and
increasing costs. When these compound, it can be fatal for
even the biggest of construction companies and wreak
havoc on major projects.
Solvency issues may also impact a party’s access to
financial resources and their ability to renew any security in
place, which may in turn result in an increase in calls on
performance bonds.
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2.

4.

Delays and disruption due to COVID-19 will increase the
risk that contractors will be liable for delay damages,
which puts further pressure on cashflow. In many cases
there will be a limited contractual basis for the contractor
to avoid paying delay damages (see (4) Contract
administration and assessment of contractor claims).

In many cases, parties to construction contracts have
been able to resolve claims for delays and increased costs
amicably.

Liquidated or
delay damages

Increased risk of insolvency may mean that employers
will seek to withhold payments where the contract
allows. However, a prudent employer will see this as a
dangerous game of brinkmanship which could seal the
fate of a contractor and have a serious adverse impact on
the project.

3.

Ongoing disruption
There has been considerable focus on the immediate
delays arising out of the first wave of the virus. However,
as the global pandemic continues, the bigger issue is how
to deal with the longer-term impact.
Contractors are having to react to regular changes to
restrictions imposed around the world. They are also
having to manage claims from suppliers and
subcontractors while submitting their own claims to
employers. This creates a large amount of pressure on
internal resources.
If productivity does not improve, most projects will suffer
significant delays and increased costs for the foreseeable
future. It is impossible to assess the impact of this
disruption in the long term with any certainty. It is fair to
say, however, that for many construction and
infrastructure projects with works periods measured in
years or decades, the potential costs of ongoing delays
and disruption will be material.
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Contract administration and
assessment of contractor claims

However, where that has not been possible (and even
where it has), we have seen employers and contract
administrators unwilling to accept contractors’ claims for
relief, especially of a financial nature, for the reasons set
out below.
(a) t here are likely to be limited grounds for relief. Few
construction contracts include provisions which
effectively allocate all risks associated with a global
pandemic. Contractors are likely to attempt to rely on
other terms, such as force majeure or acts of
prevention; or illegal or impossible acts, government
intervention or change in law. Even if the contractor
can find a trigger event that applies, it may not allow
both time and additional costs (for example in most
construction contracts, force majeure only acts as
trigger for claiming more time not money)
(b) lack of trust. There is a suspicion that contractors will
inflate claims arising out of COVID-19, or use them to
hide delays for which they are culpable
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5.

Negotiation or risk increased
adjudication and litigation
Government advice remains that, where possible, parties
should cooperate and avoid enforcing contractual
obligations. The success of any project may require
serious consideration of re-scheduling and re-pricing,
which is easier to do at an early stage.
Rises in costs, risk of insolvency, along with potential
changes to the way we work and live, may simply result in
many projects ceasing to be commercially viable. Where
no commercial agreement can be reached, parties may
seek to terminate contracts to avoid ongoing obligations.
The general uncertainty makes it difficult for parties to
construction contracts to accurately price and schedule
future works. Even if the key objectives of a project (i.e.
time, cost and quality) are re-negotiated, the contractor
will be expected to take on the ongoing risks associated
with COVID-19, which could make its position
unprofitable and make future claims unavoidable.
Parties may have to face a wide range of external threats
to their business and, with the failure of their contracts to
prescribe solutions, may become entrenched in their
contractual positions. This is likely to lead to an increase in
adjudications and litigation/arbitration, as parties seek to
resolve claims to unlock cashflow.

6.

What steps should businesses be
considering now?
Aside from engaging in constructive dialogue, parties to
construction contracts should take steps to protect
themselves such as:
–

–

regularly review and update the program for the works
so that it reflects the anticipated effect of current
events on the completion date

–

carefully review those contractual rights and
obligations associated with COVID-19 so that the
allocation of risks is understood

–

ensure that all notice requirements and timescales are
strictly complied with. Keep a careful eye on payment
notices as there must be a heightened risk of a
cash-strapped party deploying aggressive ‘smash and
grab’ style tactics in order to obtain payment in the
short-term

–

where any contractual compromises are reached,
ensure that proper consideration is given to the
ongoing allocation of risks associated with COVID-19

If you need help with construction litigation
please contact:

Jessica Neuberger
Partner
T: +44 207 919 4797
M: +44 776 924 3296
jessicaneuberger
@eversheds-sutherland.com

Richard Black
Principal Associate
T: +44 207 919 0789
M: +44 782 677 9229
richardblack
@eversheds-sutherland.com

maintaining detailed contemporaneous records of the
status of and progress to the works surrounding
COVID-19, including all additional costs, to be in a
position to (i) prepare for or respond to any claims,
and (ii) properly assess the long-term cost and time
implications to the project
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1.

What is the issue and why
does COVID-19 increase it?
The FT reported in early July 2020 that retailers in the UK
paid less than 15% of their rents according to the initial
figures from the June Quarter payment date. At the same
point after the March Quarter, retailers had paid 20%.
There is an estimated £2.15 billion in unpaid rent
for the June quarter alone. Early figures indicate a similar
trend in respect of the September quarter.
With the various pieces of legislation having been
implemented since March 2020 (Section 82 of the
Coronavirus Act, PD51Z, the Taking Control of Goods
and Certification of Enforcement Agents (Amendment)
(Coronavirus) Regulations 2020 and CIGA 2020) the
ability of a landlord to enforce lease payment obligations
has been severely hampered.
The legislation has created a rent bubble that has a high
potential to burst in winter 2020.
Both landlords and tenants will be well advised at this
stage to engage in ADR with a view to exploring what a
compromised position could be, given there will be a
point of inevitability where government legislation will be
released (or the restrictions less stringently imposed)
which will make many tenants vulnerable and many
landlords keen to pursue an immediate cash recovery.
Therefore, some creative thought at this stage as to what
solutions could be put on the table by way of
compromise - on the future cashflow problem for
tenants and to meet the immediate income problems
faced by a landlord - is recommended.

While a compromise position is always the preferred
outcome, the reality is that many retailers will not be able
to shore up their businesses any further and a raft of CVAs
and administrations is on the cards. Landlords will lose out
because the rent arrears they have been kept out of pocket
for since March 2020 will simply be written off under the
terms of a CVA or as unsecured creditor under an
administration.
As a result of the new uncertainty over tenant revenue
streams due to COVID-19, there is an increasing trend
towards the tenant market requiring a turnover lease rather
than the conventional long lease with upward only rent
reviews. The All Saints Retail Limited CVA approved on 6
July 2020 had the effect of converting the bulk of their
leasehold estate to a turnover rent, much to the frustration
of their landlords.
Therefore, we have a tension between investor landlords
requiring the certainty of income stream through what has
always been industry standard lease format (fixed lease
term, upwards rent reviews etc.) and many tenants
considering they can only offer a turnover rent on very
flexible terms such as a rolling break clause.
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2.

What does this
mean for businesses?
COVID-19 has magnified a tension that started to develop
before the pandemic. Bricks and mortar retailers have
suffered for a while. The COVID-19 legislation has
insulated them against the enforcement measure
available to a landlord but after the likely autumn/early
winter “shakedown,” the question will be what will a
landlord and tenant relationship look like going forwards.
Many landlords may decide to stick with what will
inevitably be perceived to be the unsatisfactory outcome
of a CVA but for new lettings not covered by any form of
insolvency or existing relationship, what will it look like?

We could see situations such as specific trigger points
whereby landlords are entitled to take an equity stake in a
particular retailer if a trading performance reaches a
specified level (so as to compensate for the risk of a
turnover rent). Proptech could have a role to play whereby
footfall is driven by regular data analysis of both retail
trends and specific zones of retail destinations.

3.

Most retailers will require much greater flexibility towards
lease terms such as break conditions and alienation. In
respect of the latter, it is very likely we will see a large shift
towards both landlords and tenants being realistic as to
the rigidity of alienation provisions and the sharing of
occupation with other complementary footfall driver
tenants. For example, we will presumably see the
conventional department store model expand to include
third party hosted gaming zones, fashion wear, destination
dining and click and collect hubs.

What is the
landlord view?
A recent survey by the Retail Gazette confirmed that 79%
of UK retail landlords believe that the pandemic will bring
permanent change to how property is leased. Over 40%
of landlords said they are more likely to consider factors
such as footfall, trading turnover and how physical shops
generate online sales when determining an asking rent.
However, only 37% of landlords were prepared to share
relevant footfall data with tenants.

4.

What is the
direction of travel?
We may see from both an investment landlord
perspective and occupier tenant an agreed move
towards some structural changes to the traditional
approach to leasing.
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There could be a risk and reward structure in a lease
where the turnover rent is topped up by a base rent at
specified payment points.

In respect of break clauses, one of the primary present
concerns for a tenant retailer is being hooked into a heavy
rent together with the ancillary costs such as business
rates. Precisely the opposite for a landlord – a rolling
break clause gives no certainty and offers little help to a
landlord seeking to loan money against its property estate.
The legislature have essentially created a business rates
holiday up to April 2021. However, the public purse may
need to open up a bit further and what is the plan after this
holiday ends?
In the 2020 Spring Budget, the Government announced it
would launch a fundamental review of business rates,
initially seeking to make the existing system better with a
view to more fundamental change in the medium to long
term. The effects of this policy are intended to take effect
after the current rates holiday ends in April 2021.
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In July 2020, the Government launched a call for evidence
with the focus mainly on the process and administration of
business rates and potential alternatives to business rates.
This included a capital value tax, whereby the owner of the
property must pay a recurring tax on the capital value of
their property rather than its rental value, and an online
sales tax intended to bring parity between brick and mortar
stores and those who operate primarily online.
However, both policies outlined above are unlikely to
relieve burdens on tenants and will place new burdens on
landlords. A capital value tax will drop a further financial
burden upon already suffering landlords. If the legislature
developed a more ambitious five-year plan for business
rates liability (perhaps a staggered % system up to the end
of a five-year period) it could free up cash for a tenant
retailer to take a longer-term view on its lease
commitments. This would lessen the need for regular
break rights which, of themselves, fuel discontent due
to the stringent legal requirements upon a tenant for
satisfying.

Perhaps one way to collaboratively deliver a leasing
structure that suits landlords, tenants and consumers
would be to permanently waive the business rates
obligations that businesses face - £25 billion could go a
long way towards resolving some of the landlord and
tenant issues we have seen magnified following COVID-19.
However, with the Government’s substantial spending
seeking to protect the economy already and local
authorities stretched to their limits, it is difficult to see a
reduction of business rates being implemented in the
short-term. That said, the liability could be moved away
from tenants as a short term resolution, with a view to
larger-scale reform in the longer-term. Most landlords will
be looking at any short-term easing of a business rates
burden upon tenants and figuring that planting the
business rates impact on a landlord through a property
value tax really is not any viable solution at all.
If you need help with real estate litigation please contact:

Lisa Barge
Partner

5.
2025

So what will a lease look like in 2025? Adopting some
post-pandemic crystal-ball gazing, we could see a
dramatically different leasing outlook to that preCOVID-19. The ideal scenario is that the public decide
bricks and mortar shopping is a destination event,
something that a few months of lockdown has encouraged
them to hold much dearer than they had previously. If the
ideal scenario doesn’t play out in such precise terms, we
could see a balanced leasing arrangement involving a
degree of fixed rent, a degree of turnover risk, an equity or
shared dividend upside for a landlord where a tenant trades
well, a flexibility to make space work to adapt to fastmoving market trends and a certainty of occupation
(essentially a market move towards shedding itself from
the break clause problems that have arisen previously).

T: +44 121 232 1143
M: +44 774 833 3547
lisabarge
@eversheds-sutherland.com
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1.

What is the risk and why does
COVID-19 increase it? What does this
mean for businesses?
Prior to the coronavirus pandemic there was a growing
concern within governments and amongst regulators
internationally that the financial sector was vulnerable
to significant disruption caused by major incidents
affecting technology, such as IT outages and cyber
attacks.
In response, regulators – and particularly those in the
UK – looked to beef up their existing rules and
requirements for financial institutions and financial
market infrastructure (FMI) to deliver a stronger, more
resilient sector, able to withstand severe disruptions to
essential services such as trading platforms and card
payment systems.
By the start of the Government lockdown in late March,
the proposals for regulatory change in the UK were
materially advanced with a joint consultation,
commenced in December 2019, by the Bank of England,
the PRA and the FCA. The consultation included draft
rules and guidance affecting all parts of the financial
services sector and detailing revised standards for
ensuring firms and FMIs, as well as any third parties on
which they relied to deliver essential business services,
would be operationally resilient. That consultation was
due to conclude in April 2020, but has now been
extended to October in light of the impact of the
coronavirus crisis.

Although the risk of a pandemic was on the regulatory
radar, this was some way down the list when compared to
IT and cybersecurity risk and it does not appear to have
been a key driver for proposed changes to operational
resilience rules. In reality, the coronavirus crisis has driven
a coach and horses through the assumptions on which
many of the regulatory proposals had been developed. For
example, duration of incident was proposed as one of the
key factors which a firm could use to determine whether it
had adequate controls in place to tolerate a disruption but
it is highly unlikely that, in preparing the draft rules and
guidance, regulators could have anticipated disruption of
the duration now presented by government lockdowns
and restrictions on office working in response to
coronavirus.
In addition, this crisis will force a fundamental re-think of
regulatory attitude and approach to how operational
resilience is tested and, in particular, whether the proposed
framework for regulating a firm’s outsourced service
arrangements is fit for purpose.
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2.

What does
foreseeable look like?
On the former, there has been a paradigm shift in what a
“foreseeable” event might look like. The draft rules talk
about testing for “severe but plausible scenarios.”
However, the question of severity and plausibility has
been materially affected by this crisis - the term
“unprecedented” can never be used again – and the crisis
has fundamentally altered what were previously accepted
responses to significant disruption: no firm or regulator
will ever review a business continuity/disaster recovery
(BC/DR) plan again without considering the ‘coronaviruseffect’; simply moving some staff to a DR site is no longer
an adequate BC plan; and no firm or service provider will
regard force majeure clauses as ‘boiler plate’.
On the latter, critical work is already underway at an
international level to tackle some of the risks and
challenges posed by outsourcing. This includes the
EU-wide implementation of the EBA guidelines on
outsourcing 2019 and IOSCO’s current consultation on
updated Outsourcing Principles, with responses due by
the end of October 2020. This was already in train
pre-crisis but the focus on reliance on service providers
and concentration risk will be even more acute as a result
of the coronavirus crisis.
All this context is highly pertinent to (1) how the
regulators are likely to approach some of the issues and
potential failings in the sector that emerge from this crisis
and (2) the future regulatory agenda, and the demands
this is likely to place on firms to achieve compliance with
the rules.
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Some of the emerging issues impacting on operational
resilience and described to us by regulators include:
–

a significant increase in cybercrime particularly
ransomware attacks

–

staff exceeding authority, as a result of limitations in
management oversight

–

flexible working hours causing limitations on
technology and personnel

–

unavailability of critical staff owing to illness or
home-schooling

–

lack of oversight of “on premise” IT infrastructure

In recent publications, the FCA has emphasized the
importance of securing cyber security controls and asked
firms to be hyper vigilant as cyber criminals seek to take
advantage of weak links in the operational chain caused
by the crisis.
The regulators have also stressed the importance of tone
and leadership from the top during the crisis, which is
crucial to delivering effective risk management and
setting appropriate risk appetites. The regulators will be
swift to investigate where they perceive there has been a
failure to manage risks effectively, particularly where
these concern important business services and resulted
in poor customer outcomes, heightened risk to a firm’s
solvency or a detrimental effect on financial markets.
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3.

Incident management
and reporting
In relation to incident management and reporting, at the
outset of the crisis there were, unsurprisingly, frequent
examples of temporary operational dysfunctions. More
recently, we have seen some return to normality. We
expect in the near future regulators will challenge firms
on the lessons learnt from these dysfunctions and in
particular firms will be asked to focus on whether
incidents of operational disruption highlighted more
fundamental weaknesses in existing systems and
controls, rather than attributing them to the one-off
impact of the COVID crisis.
Where a firm does not undertake a meaningful analysis of
incidents or fails to learn lessons then this could well lead
to regulatory action up to and including enforcement.
Where a firm does face scrutiny for significant operational
failings, there is no doubt the regulators will point to the
pre-existing framework, such as the outsourcing rules in
the SYSC section of the FCA’s Handbook, alongside the
recent consultation proposals to highlight the standards
which a firm ought to have adhered to during the crisis.

If you need help with an operational resilience issue
please contact:

Jake Mcquitty
Partner
T: +44 207 919 0600
M: +44 774 753 2453
jakemcquitty
@eversheds-sutherland.com

Craig Rogers
Partner
T: +44 207 919 0707
M: +44 746 491 8422
craigrogers
@eversheds-sutherland.com

For FCA-regulated firms, this scrutiny will be most acute
where those failings resulted in poor customer
outcomes, such as delays in accessing funds or
unreasonable treatment of vulnerable customers affected
by the coronavirus situation.
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1.

What is the risk and why does
COVID-19 increase it?

All businesses are on a digital transformation journey
given the clear benefits it brings, both in relation to
their operations and their customer-facing systems and
apps. COVID-19 has accelerated the rate of that
transformation, as well as radically altering its nature
and extent.
At the same time, for suppliers, COVID-19 is causing
delivery challenges, supply disruption and the need for
relief (in its many forms), change and/or variation.
Customers face challenges too, pulling in different
directions, such as needing to cut costs, reacting to
those radically changed and uncertain internal
requirements and demands, and/or the need to
terminate. Their responsibilities, such as contractual
dependencies and payment, are also under pressure.
The rapid deployment of operational changes that all
businesses have been making, such as home-working,
and new services and apps, are leading to risks in other
areas too, such as software license non-compliance
and data security breaches. However, there are clear
opportunities for all businesses too, through offering
customers new technology products and services to
capitalize on the new normal, and re-engineering the
business to reflect those new opportunities and
delivery models.
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2.

3.

The consequences are potentially varied, but the most
likely one is that contracts will be breached and
businesses will face significant potential disruption and
liabilities. For example:

A lot could be written about each area mentioned above,
and there are a series of detailed actions that could be
taken for each. However, at a high level, and in summary,
businesses should consider a clear, holistic appraisal by
senior stakeholders, including legal, operations, IT,
procurement and sales. Such appraisal should include:
(i) the current state of enterprise systems and managed
services, in terms of their fitness for purpose, license
compliance, data security, performance and value for
money; (ii) (as a consequence of (i)), whether and to what
extent remedial action is necessary by the business or
third party providers; (iii) what contractual rights and
remedies are available and should be exercised; (iv) what
potential liabilities are there; (v) what impact (i)-(iv) above
has on customer-facing products and services; and (vi) to
the extent that new technology products and services are
planned, an early and holistic appraisal of the relevant
regulations to ensure compliance by design.

What does this
mean for businesses?

–

–

–

–
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in respect of difficulties with digital transformation
procurement and managed services, if not managed
and resolved correctly, the potential for widespread
disruption to the enterprise and the customers it
serves is great, caused by poor performance, delays,
defects, outages, no longer being fit for purpose, and
difficult terminations
in respect of software licensing non-compliance,
businesses could be faced with multi-million pound
claims by licensors, far in excess of current license
fees, termination and significant business disruption
in respect of data security breaches and data
disputes more broadly, regulatory sanction, the cost
of response, investigation and remediation, business
interruption, litigation and damage to reputation and
a loss of trust could be critical – and this can come
from multiple directions: regulators, corporate
customers, individual customers and/or employees.
And there will be a need for action, against the
perpetrator and any third party that allowed such
breach to occur
new technology products and services that
businesses might want to offer, the potential
consequences can be regulatory action and claims
given the myriad of relevant regulation, such as that
concerning data privacy, product safety and
communications

What steps should businesses
be considering now?

If you need help with Digital transformation and data
disputes please contact:

James Hyde
Partner
T: +44 113 200 4066
M: +44 796 965 3306
jameshyde
@eversheds-sutherland.com
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An international perspective –
Views on key issues from
around the globe
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What COVID-19 related disputes have
been most prevalent in your
jurisdiction to date?

What types of litigation and disputes do
you expect will emerge from the crisis in
the coming months?

Immediately after the start of the first “lock-down” in
March 2020, extensive disputes began over whether
companies that were forced to close their premises were
obliged to continue paying rent. A provision of the
Austrian Civil Code - which had hardly been applied to
date - stipulates that if a rented object cannot be used
due to “extraordinary coincidences” - the law expressly
mentions epidemics in this context - no rent is to be
paid.

In addition to a continuation of the disputes about rent
payments during the total or partial inability to use
business premises due to the pandemic-related
restrictions, we expect to see an increase in disputes
about the liability for delays and delivery difficulties in
industry and construction projects.

This provision is more than 100 years old and has not
been judged for decades - the concrete interpretation is
accordingly unclear. Whilst in most cases tenants and
landlords have reached an agreement, many court cases
are already pending and will keep the Austrian courts
busy for a long time to come.
We have also seen disputes regarding business
interruption insurances, as most insurers – similar to the
situation in Germany – argue that the current pandemic
is not covered by these policies. There have already been
first decisions – most of them in favor of the policyholders – by the courts of first instance, but the
proceedings will most likely be continued.

There is de facto no reliable recent case law for the
interpretation of force-majeure-clauses or the possibility
of extraordinary termination of contracts in connection
with a pandemic.
Increased insolvencies after the expiration of state aid
and the associated legal disputes will also occupy us for a
long time to come.
Finally, we also expect a large number of legal disputes
between companies and state institutions in connection
with the regulations on state aid, some of which are very
unclear, as well as due to previous restrictions that have
been lifted by courts as inadmissible or illegal.

Georg Röhsner
Partner
T: +43 1 51620 160
M: +43 664 355 0887
georg.roehsner
@eversheds-sutherland.at

Alexander Stolitzka
Partner
T: +43 1 51620 150
alexander.stolitzka
@eversheds-sutherland.at
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What COVID-19 related disputes have
been most prevalent in your
jurisdiction to date?

What types of litigation and disputes do
you expect will emerge from the crisis in
the coming months?

This will vary for different jurisdictions in Asia depending
upon their experience of the pandemic and, for example,
their respective systems of law and the subsequent
legislative and policy response. For example, in April, the
Singapore Parliament passed the COVID-19 (Temporary
Measures) Bill to offer temporary reprieve to qualifying
parties or qualifying contracts. In June, the Hong Kong
government introduced the COVID-19 Online Dispute
Resolution Scheme to support individuals and businesses
affected by COVID-19 in resolving low value disputes
through negotiation, mediation and arbitration.

Whilst we expect more disputes in many of the areas
identified above, particularly as the effects of the
pandemic continue to be felt, we anticipate more
disputes arising from distressed assets or as a result of
parties experiencing tightened liquidity. There may be
fewer of the specific type disputes connected, for
example, to the supply of PPE as supply chains for these
products appear to have become more stable and
availability appears now to be matching demand.

Meanwhile, in China, the Supreme People’s Court has
since April issued three Guiding Opinions on Several
Issues Concerning Proper Handling of Civil Cases
Involving the Novel Coronavirus Pneumonia Epidemic in
Accordance with the Law to guide all levels of the
People’s Courts on how to deal with COVID-19 related
civil cases including, most recently, foreign-related
commercial cases. However, as with much of the rest of
the world, disputes relating to, for example, supply
contracts (delay or failure to supply), supply of PPE and
other medical equipment (regarding quality or quantity),
tenancy agreements (particularly in the retail sector),
insurance (relating to business continuity) and debt/
non-payment have all arisen which can be connected to
the effects of the pandemic.

Mark Hughes
Partner
T: +852 2186 3402
M: +852 6056 6300
markhughes
@eversheds-sutherland.com

Wesley Pang
Partner
T: +852 2186 3408
M: +852 6295 8110
wesleypang
@eversheds-sutherland.com

For further insight into the key COVID
issues affecting Asia please click here
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What COVID-19 related disputes have
been most prevalent in your
jurisdiction to date?

What types of litigation and disputes do
you expect will emerge from the crisis in
the coming months?

As of October 2020, we have not noticed a significant
change in either the nature or the number of commercial
and financial disputes that have been tasked to our teams
in France, besides increased attention directed at force
majeure concerns and contracts re-negotiations. On a
punctual basis, the COVID-19 situation has created
disputes related to late deliveries (international shipping)
or to the access to assets, tools or manufacturing lines
located in closed or otherwise restricted areas. Given the
large support given by the Government to the economy,
the commercial courts are actually opening less
bankruptcy proceedings than it is generally observed,
and we have not noticed a rise in unpaid claims or
violated contractual obligations.

We expect a “wave” of insolvency related disputes,
among others with regards to the execution of recovery
plans, as the law pertaining to insolvent debtors has had
many changes, some temporary some permanent,
resulting in a rather complex set of rules that might
hinder the creditors’ understanding of their rights against
the insolvency estate.

For further insight into the key COVID
issues affecting France please click here

We also predict a real increase of the number of
contractual disputes stemming from all sorts of contracts
violation and involving force majeure defenses (with, first
of all, payment defaults, but also contract breaches such
as late delivery, lack of fulfilment of obligations to reach
some levels of orders and so on).
Claims related to the application of the legal provisions
adopted in 2016 which have introduced hardship in
French contractual statutory law are also widely awaited.
With regard to the method of dispute resolution, we
expect more virtual hearings and proceedings and
alternative disputes resolution modes are expected to
thrive. Many bodies have launched mediation platforms,
including tiers-conciliateurs.fr which is supported by the
Paris Bar and placed under the aegis of the commercial
court of Paris.
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What COVID-19 related disputes have
been most prevalent in your
jurisdiction to date?

What types of litigation and disputes do
you expect will emerge from the crisis in
the coming months?

Business interruption insurance claims and disputes have
been prevalent particularly in the hospitality sector.
Essentially, do policies cover COVID-19? The insurers
argue that COVID-19 is not explicitly listed in the
Infection Protection Act (”Infektionsschutzgesetz”) and
would therefore not be covered by the policy. The
policyholders on the other hand argue that the insurance
conditions cannot be interpreted as meaning that only
those diseases were covered by the insurance that are
explicitly listed in the Infection Protection Act; if there
was any ambiguity in the conditions, this was at the
expense of the insurer. In any case, there are now at least
two judgements that support the position of the
policyholders. However, these rulings are not definite
and it is to be expected that hundreds of proceedings will
be brought before the courts on this legal issue.

We expect to see disputes in relation to the applicability
of force majeure clauses/frustration in supply and
construction contracts. In particular, does the closure of
frontiers for foreign workers (employed by contractors)
justify to invoke frustration? Large construction projects
in Germany are no longer conceivable without the
employment of subcontractors from Eastern Europe. At
the beginning of the COVID-19 crisis, numerous general
contractors objected that there was a case of frustration,
because the foreign workers could no longer be
employed due to the closing of the border. There is no
clear legal situation here, as a pandemic of this
magnitude has not occurred in the past and therefore
there is hardly any case law that could be used as a
benchmark. In a large number of cases, the parties to the
construction contract have certainly tried to find a
solution by negotiation and, for example, to extend the
deadlines. However, it can be assumed that there will be
many legal disputes (for example, claims for damages
due to missed deadlines).

We have also seen injunctions against administrative
decisions for ordering lockdowns for certain businesses.
In order to contain the COVID-19 risk, federal states and
local authorities have enacted various legal acts
prohibiting or at least severely restricting the sale of
goods (closure of shopping centers), the manufacture of
products (including in the meat industry) and the
provision of services (especially restaurants, hotels,
hairdressers). Numerous applications for interim
measures have been filed against these legal acts, among
others with the statement that the imposed measures are
disproportionate. In recent months, a large number of
decisions have been announced, particularly by the
administrative courts, some of which have taken
corrective action.

For further insight into the key COVID
issues affecting Germany please click here
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What COVID-19 related disputes have
been most prevalent in your
jurisdiction to date?

What types of litigation and disputes do
you expect will emerge from the crisis in
the coming months?

There has to date been limited specific COVID-19 related
disputes that have made their way to court. That being
said, we have been involved in a number of emergency
injunctions, particularly in relation to real estate matters,
where parties have sought to enforce or protect their
rights.

Construction - Claims for liquidated and delay cost
damages will gradually evolve and hit the market in the
coming months. Claims arising in the on world of private
contracts, will yet come from contractors, subcontractors and the wider supply chain.

We are now seeing the beginning of a trend in corporate
disputes on issues such as shareholder rights/oppression,
enforcement of warranties and potential Share Purchase
Agreement breaches
In respect of landlord and tenant matters there has been
no moratorium on commercial landlord and tenant rent
payments. While some landlords have been in a position
to show forbearance to date we are now seeing a trend
of commercial landlord and tenant litigation.

Landlord and Tenant - Despite the massive impact of
COVID-19 on the landlord/tenant relationship and the
strong commercial market enjoyed in Irish cities
(particularly Dublin) rents have not collapsed. There is
evidence of collaboration, particularly where the tenant
covenant is strong and where there is an international
dimension to the relationship.
Insurance - We see health and ‘essential services’ in
terms of employer’s liability claims as the initial and first
wave likely in quarter 2/3 2021.

In respect of Health and Safety the regulator is
undertaking targeted, proactive, inspection of high risk
industries and workplaces including activities in the
Healthcare, Construction and Meat Processing Sectors
to ensure that businesses are COVID-secure.

Insolvency - As of yet, we have not seen a wave of
insolvency matters and courts are not inclined to offer
the protection of examinership without thorough
scrutiny. We do expect to see insolvency related matters
at the beginning of 2021.

Finally, there are a number of test cases before in the
courts in respect of business interruption insurance
which will be of crucial importance to insurers and
businesses alike.

Investigations - We certainly expect a rise in internal
investigations together with increased regulatory
oversight across a number of sectors with a particular
focus on Financial Services.

For further insight into the key COVID
issues affecting Ireland please click here
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What COVID-19 related disputes have
been most prevalent in your
jurisdiction to date?

What types of litigation and disputes do
you expect will emerge from the crisis in
the coming months?

Italian litigation related to COVID-19 regarded mostly
breach of contract disputes where the non performing
party is disputing its liability on the basis of certain
sections of Italian civil code (namely, art. 1256 and/or art.
1467) or on the basis of force majeure clause (to the
extent it is agreed in the contractual document). We have
seen in particular cases concerning business tenancy
agreements where business-owners are bringing interim
injunctions to prevent the landlords from enforcing the
guarantee for payment of the rent, in situations where
the business was forcefully shut due to lockdown.
Certain Italian courts awarded the injunction and
prevented enforcement of the guarantee. Other Italian
courts, instead, stated that the COVID-19 lockdown did
not allow for a suspension of payment of the rent and on
such basis allowed the enforcement of the guarantee.

In addition to force majeure related litigation, we expect
an increase in insolvency related litigation and disputes
concerning directors’ liability for alleged
mismanagement of the company (especially in relation
to the handling of capital losses and drafting of financial
statements). In all likelihood, financial market participants
will also have to face a number of complex litigation risks
as a result of the disruptions caused by COVID-19.
Margin-call and closing of position disputes may be one
of the most impacted areas. Also, the provision of
financial advisory and portfolio management services
may become a significant trend in financial litigation
during (and in the aftermath of) the COVID-19 pandemic.

For further insight into the key COVID
issues affecting Italy please click here

Another issue which should be carefully considered is
prospectus liability. In light of Consob’s recent
recommendations, listed companies are required to
conduct a thorough assessments in relation to the
impact of COVID-19 on their business and on their future
plans and make relevant disclosure to the market.
Therefore, issuers may face an increased exposure to
claims related to prospectus liability.
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What COVID-19 related disputes have
been most prevalent in your
jurisdiction to date?

What types of litigation and disputes do
you expect will emerge from the crisis in
the coming months?

In the early stages of the outbreak, we received a variety
of discrete queries from our clients, including those keen
to understand how their existing litigation could continue
through the courts, those wanting to understand how
they would be impacted by force majeure laws, and
those focused on maintaining a robust level of financial
housekeeping.

The level of scrutiny around financial housekeeping has
increased and this in turn is uncovering financial red flags
and anomalies which may previously have stayed under
the radar. Consequently we are seeing a greater increase
in instructions to investigate allegations of potential
fraud, embezzlement and wrongdoing.

However, as time has passed, the support we have given
to clients on their debt recovery activity at all levels has
rapidly increased and it has become a key priority for all.
Within the construction and engineering sector we saw
an initial wave of queries regarding site procedures, labor
accommodation and compliance with logistics of large
employee numbers being transported to and from site
each day. The disputes that are now coming to the fore
are based on delay and disruption at site and on projects,
with recovery of additional cost and expense being the
ultimate objective. This in turn has evolved into
suspension and termination disputes based on
contractual and force majeure positions taken by the
contracting parties.
For further insight into the key COVID
issues affecting Middle East please click here

We anticipate further activity amongst our corporate
crime, litigation and insolvency team as the layers of
distressed debt cases are peeled back to reveal
something far more serious and complex.
Within the construction and engineering sector we
expect further disputes involving termination and
suspension of projects, and significant payment disputes.
In addition, we expect to see the breakdown of consortia
and JV arrangements where parties see increased risk
and financial exposure coming from stalled, suspended
or terminated projects. Finally, we expect to see calls
(and challenges to those calls) to ‘on demand’ financial
instruments such as bonds and guarantees being made
by stakeholders where contractors are no longer able to
fund and resource projects, and find themselves in
default.
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What COVID-19 related disputes have
been most prevalent in your
jurisdiction to date?

What types of litigation and disputes do
you expect will emerge from the crisis in
the coming months?

COVID-19 related disputes in Dutch court involve a wide
range of areas from commercial disputes to immigration
policy cases.

We expect to see similar disputes as during the past 6
months. Potentially, more restructuring and bankruptcy
litigation might develop for businesses that cannot keep
themselves afloat. As the government has started
scrutinizing its emergency support payments for
distressed businesses, there might be a rise in litigation
regarding unjustified use of support measures (fraud).

Commercial disputes can be found with regard to leases
of premises, supply chain, employment law, insurances,
commercial contracts and (M&A) transactions. The court
decisions provide clarification with regard to the
application of the doctrines of unforeseen circumstances
(article 6:258 Dutch Civil Code) and force majeure
(Article 6:75 Dutch Civil Code).
Besides commercial disputes a number of judgments has
been published relating to public law/regulatory matters
such as healthcare and the COVID-19 measures imposed
by the government (e.g. closure of businesses).
Next to the regular Dutch courts also the Netherlands
Commercial Court - a court specialized in international
civil and commercial disputes with proceedings and
judgements in English – ruled on a case regarding a
contractual break-up fee in an M&A transaction.
In general, Dutch courts accept that the COVID-19 crisis
and the related governmental measures were not taken
into account in the contracts and qualify as unforeseen
circumstances.
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As force majeure under Dutch law only hinders to claim
specific performance or damages it is less relevant to
COVID-19 cases than unforeseen circumstances.
Interestingly, and a recent development, the Dutch
government is introducing a temporary relief legal act to
offer the possibility to Dutch courts to postpone acts of
recourse and bankruptcy requests to protect businesses
which bankruptcy would be unnecessary due to
COVID-19.

For further insight into the key COVID
issues affecting Netherlands please click here
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What COVID-19 related disputes have
been most prevalent in your
jurisdiction to date?

What types of litigation and disputes do
you expect will emerge from the crisis in
the coming months?

The litigation derived from COVID-19 has only just begun
in Spain. What we are already seeing are out of court
conflicts in the labor field (layoffs, redundancy
proceedings and staff restructuring), real estate (disputes
in the investing and lending markets involving investors,
landlords and tenants), intellectual property (derived
from the extreme defense of their rights by their owners),
life science (disruption of drugs and medical devices
supply chains, contractual imbalances in co-promotion
and co-development agreements), financial services
(enforcement of consumers’ and small business’ assets)
and insurance (business interruption insurance coverage
and unfair rejection of claims).

We expect this to be the same as explained in the
previous answer. These litigations are currently in a latent
phase (exchange of letters before action) and will soon
explode. Corporate and commercial litigations of all
kinds will also be generated, including those derived
from the failure of sale and purchase operations,
mergers and acquisitions of companies and assets,
restructuring of commercial product and service chains
(termination of distribution and commercial agency
agreements leading to litigation on damages
compensation linked to pre-notices, goodwill and
non-amortized investments), failed projects (franchises,
commercial expansions) and others.
Many commercial disputes will relate to the application
of force majeure concept to existing contracts: its key
requisites, its specification in the contractual terms, the
remedies available for the parties and others. A second
and related type of disputes will refer to the rebus sic
stantibus (Latin: “things standing thus”) doctrine, which
under Spanish law stipulates that, where there has been
a fundamental change of circumstances, a party may
withdraw from or terminate the contract in question.
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What COVID-19 related disputes have
been most prevalent in your
jurisdiction to date?

What types of litigation and disputes do
you expect will emerge from the crisis in
the coming months?

The primary COVID-19 related disputes to date involve
employers’ obligations to employees regarding
protection from and treatment of the virus. Additionally,
disruptions from the virus have caused significant lost
revenue for many businesses across all sectors, which
has resulted in a wave of insurance coverage litigation
alleging coverage for this economic loss. Many cases
have been filed alleging civil rights violations stemming
from state and local government decisions to shut down
certain establishments to avoid people from
congregating in large groups, and by consumers seeking
refunds for cancelled events or product orders. Note,
however, that typical surge in new cases following a
major event, such as an economic downtown, has not
yet occurred because most US courts were closed for
months and many continue to operate at far less than
100% capacity.

In addition to a continued increase in cases against
employers and premises owners related to mitigation of
COVID-19 spread as more businesses return to work, we
expect an increase in litigation in three areas. First, we
anticipate an increase in bankruptcy and restructuringrelated litigation particularly tied to the real estate and
hospitality industries. Second, direct and indirect
litigation related to supply chain issues primarily focused
on contractual disputes will occur. And third, we expect
an increase in investigations and prosecutions targeting
misuse of government funds obtained during the
pandemic, as well as more general claims of financial
malfeasance.
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